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FY 2022 MHAA Project Grant Intent to Apply Form
Intent to Apply

INSTRUCTIONS

• All questions with a red asterisk (*) require answers.
• To request accommodations for individuals with disabilities,
please contact Ennis Smith at ennis.smith@maryland.gov or
410-697-9555. We will do our best to provide alternative forms
of application materials and resources.

• Please use plain text. Content will not retain formatting such as
bold, italics, or bullets.

• When you have completed your application, click Review. You
will be given a final opportunity to review your Intent to Apply.
If you have included all the required answers and materials, you
will be able to click Submit.

• You must submit your Intent to Apply form no later than 11:59
p.m. on January 29, 2021.

HOW TO

• Spell-check: click the check mark to the right of the answer field.
• Save a draft: click Save and Finish Later at the top and bottom of
each page. You may also click Next to continue the application,
which will also save your work.

Completing an Intent to Apply form does not in any way commit your
organization to completing a full application.

Once your Intent to Apply form is processed, you will receive an
email with a link to complete a full application, should you decide to
proceed.

Applicant Information
Federal Tax ID
(Also known as the Employer Identification Number or EIN). This is generally
a 9-digit number, e.g. 52-1234567.
90-0091850

Applicant Organization
Baltimore Office of Promotion & The Arts, Inc.

Address
10 E. Baltimore Street, 10th Floor

City
Baltimore

State
MD

Zip Code
21202

Primary Project Contact Person
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Prefix
Ms.

First Name
Sarah

Last Name
Gibbons

Title
Grants Manager

Office Phone
4435290403

Extension

E-mail
bopagrants@promotionandarts.org

Address
10 E. Baltimore St.
Floor 10

City
Baltimore

State
MD

Zip Code
21202

Primary Contact's Role on the Project
Coordinate with Director of Facilities to track project and grant deliverables.
Report on grant project to MHAA.

Project Description
Heritage Area
Check all that apply. If you not sure which heritage area your project is in,
watch this short video with instructions on how to check.
Baltimore National

County where the project will take place:
Baltimore City

Project Title
Bromo Seltzer Arts Tower Updates

What type of project are you requesting funding for?
The following types of activities are eligible to receive MHAA funding:

• Capital - Acquisition, Development, Rehabilitation, Restoration, Pre-
Development (Construction and Pre-Construction), Trails
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• Non-Capital - Planning, Research, Interpretation, Exhibits, Digital
Resources, Signage, Archeology, Educational Programs, Seminars,
Conferences, Performances, Commemorations, Festivals

Capital (MHAA)

Project Description
Briefly describe your project, including what your end results and products
will be.
The Bromo Seltzer Arts Tower is an iconic Baltimore landmark, listed in the
National Register of
Historic Places. It is the anchor and beacon for the Bromo Arts District,
providing studio space for
visual and literary artists and a creative venue for arts and cultural
programming, serving the
Baltimore community as well as arts and cultural heritage visitors to the city.
Owned by the city and
managed by BOPA, renovations fall on BOPA to coordinate and finance.
Renovations completed in
2007 and 2017 improved access and use as well as functions of the clock. In
2022, BOPA now looks
to renovate internal spaces to increase and maximize use, which will provide
better service for the
community and cultural visitors. The list of repairs needed to optimize the
tower include replacing the roof, weatherization of the terra cotta brick
exterior, and cathodic protection applied to electrical wiring.

Benefit to the Heritage Area
Briefly discuss how your project will benefit heritage tourism in your local
heritage area.
The Bromo Seltzer Arts Tour brings a wealth of history to Baltimore City
while providing access to
arts and culture to visitors and tourists. The Bromo Tower has been a staple
in the Baltimore skyline
for decades and is situated near the downtown Inner Harbor, while residing
in an official arts district
named after the iconic building: the Bromo Seltzer Arts and Entertainment
District. With this capital
project, the building will be able to better accommodate a wider range of
programming, providing
more service for heritage tourism and the city residents interested in cultural
heritage landmarks
and programming. Overall, this building is integral to the heritage landscape
of the city, helping to
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promote tourism for the City of Baltimore and state of Maryland by offering
such a unique
experience to anyone who visits.

Project Budget
When typing in dollar amounts, only enter numbers. Round the
amounts to the nearest dollar.

MHAA grant funds requested
The minimum amount you can request is $5,000. The maximum amount is
$50,000 for non-capital projects and $100,000 for capital projects.
100000.00

Total Matching Funds Expected
• Your organization must match MHAA funds dollar-for-dollar, with any
combination of cash and in-kind contributions.

• This means that if you receive a $5,000 grant, your organization must
spend an additional $5,000 on the project using non-state sources of
funds.

• This match may be "in-kind," meaning it may consist of volunteer hours
you plan to spend on the project (currently valued at $29.51 per hour)
and the documented value of donated services and materials.

• All match must be spent after the grant is awarded.
• If you plan to spend additional match, beyond the required dollar-for-
dollar match, list the total amount of non-state funds you anticipate
spending on the project here. Leveraging more than the required one-
to-one match is not a requirement and will not mean that your project is
more likely to be funded.

100000.00

Request Type/Status
Contributions-Grant-ITA Received

Fund
State Fund

Record Type
Organization
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Baltimore Office of Promotion & The Arts 

Bromo Seltzer Arts Tower Phase II Renovations 

Project Summary 
Located at 21 S. Eutaw Street in the heart of downtown Baltimore, The Bromo 
Seltzer Arts Tower is the most beloved icon of the Baltimore City skyline and the 
centerpiece of the newly designated Bromo Arts & Entertainment District. The 
rehabilitation of the Bromo Seltzer Arts Tower is entering the second phase of 
long-needed restoration. Under this project, the exterior brick and clay tile, mortar, 
roofing, cupola, and balconies will all be restored within the guidelines of the 
National Register for Historic Places, the 1911 Seth Thomas Tower Clock will be 
restored to its original, gravity-driven functionality, and new exterior lighting will be 
added to draw visibility to this iconic Baltimore landmark.  
 
Current Conditions 

At over 100 years old, the Bromo Tower faces numerous structural problems. 
Repairs are necessary not only for aesthetic reasons, but for safety and 
structural soundness. Many issues go back decades, originally caused by the 
spinning, 51 foot Bromo Seltzer bottle that topped the tower but was removed 
due to the damage caused by its weight. The caulking and mortar have 
significant cracks throughout the façade, and joints have deteriorated.  The 
roofing membrane of the tower is in poor condition with patching and 
deteriorated flashing. Structural bracings of the cupola need to be replaced with 
galvanized angle bracing, and cracking piers must be repaired. The balconies 
on the tower require new flooring and stone copings. Lighting systems are 
outdated and environmentally deficient. The historic clock requires restoration to 
its original pendulum operation, with new hands, dial shafts, and wheel 
assembly. Years of dust and grime have covered the building’s true exterior 
colors. 

 
Some cracks in the façade are leading to leaks, and netting has been added to 
the top levels because of the safety risk of parts of the facade falling onto 
pedestrians below. The current lighting is an environmentally detrimental 
mercury based system without the capacity to satisfactorily illuminate the clock 
face, cupola or building.  The system is costly to run and maintain, both in 
utility expense and personnel time, and provides minimal visual impact on 
Baltimore’s skyline. The system itself disperses mercury vapor, needs frequent 
maintenance, and the mercury involves a difficult disposal process.  The 
replacement of the mercury system with an LED system will provide a range of 
bright, highly visible colors that have the ability for a variety of creative display 
options.  The system is electronically controlled and is expected to decrease 
utility, personnel and maintenance costs by 30%. The LED system is 100% 
environmentally safe. 
 
Project Deliverables 
With the necessary funding secured, the Bromo Tower will undergo the following renovations:  
 

Restoration of brick and structural clay tile of the main tower and cupola- including cleaning, 
repair of cracks and restoration of mortar joint deterioration (particularly needed on the east 
elevation of the tower. Pressure washing of exterior brick. Repair of stonework and stucco. 
Soiling removed from windows. 
  
Roofing repairs- Roofing membrane of main tower where octagonal cupola sits is currently in 
poor condition with patching and deteriorated flashing. The membrane will be removed and 
replaced with single-ply membrane with all new flashings and drains cleaned and repaired.  
  
Cupola restoration- Structural bracing of cupola will be removed and replaced with new 
galvanized angle bracing, cracking of piers will be repaired, and masonry joints repointed as 
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Baltimore Office of Promotion & The Arts 

Bromo Seltzer Arts Tower Phase II Renovations 

required.  Inside of cupola to be repainted. Spiral staircase cleaned and repainted. Spalling of 
underside of concrete floor repaired. Pre-case parapet caps to be repaired or replaced with 
matching design. Soiling of brick on cupola to be removed with low-pressure water washing. 
Joists and decking in room below cupola roof to be replaced.  
  
Balconies reinforced- Balconies to remain intact with new stone copings to be installed. New 
single-ply membrane to be installed on all floors with new flashing. Stone brackets inspected and 
repaired. 
  
Billboard support structure - Support members from a pre-existing billboard to be removed. Fire 
department antennas to be fastened at rear crenellations at roof of main tower. 
  

Lighting upgrade- Existing halogen lighting removed and replaced with 
roof-mounted color changing LED system to light the underside of the 
cupola. Environmentally sensitive, color changing LED system placed in 
clock room to back light clock features.  
  
Clock repair and restoration – Disassemble and clean, replicate double 
three legged gravity escapement, cast and machine fourth wheel 
assembly, construct new dial shafts, fabricate and install eight new 
hands; remove motor and restore to original pendulum operation. 

 
Organizational Capacity 
Bromo LLC is operated by the Baltimore Office of Promotion and the Arts, a non-profit organization which 
serves as Baltimore City’s arts council, events company, and film office. The Emerson Bromo-Seltzer 
Tower was abandoned by the city in 2002, but in early 2007 the Baltimore Office of Promotion and the 
Arts began renovations to transform the building into artists' studios. Numerous improvements were made 
to the interior of the building, including upgrades to heating and air conditioning, as well as the addition of 
a second staircase to bring the facility up to safety code. Now, exterior renovations must begin in order to 
maintain the building’s appearance, stop deterioration, ensure safety, and better promote this iconic 
Baltimore landmark.  
 

 
 
Public Benefit 
Millions see the Tower every year, in person and through various forms of media. It is used in nearly 
every promotional campaign highlighting the City. Attendance at the Bromo Seltzer Arts Tower has 
steadily increased, from 2,137 in FY11, to 8,112 in FY14, thanks to the addition of weekly open studios 
and tours of the historic clock. Attendance is drawn from both locals and visitors to Downtown Baltimore; 
according to Downtown Partnership, Downtown is the fastest growing residential area in Baltimore with 
40,246 residents, and 22.3 million visitors. The tower currently provides 33 studios for local artists and 
opens its doors to the community as a place where creativity is celebrated and history is explored 
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Baltimore Office of Promotion & The Arts 

Bromo Seltzer Arts Tower Phase II Renovations 

The Bromo Seltzer Arts Tower is the visual centerpiece and icon of the newly designated Bromo Arts and 
Entertainment District, one of three such districts in Baltimore City receiving special tax and grant 
incentives. The Bromo A & E district leverages arts activities to draw the public to local shopping and 
dining destinations. Since the first phase of restorations, economic activity has significantly increased and 
positive momentum is building in the area due to the recently-relocated Everyman Theatre, the restored 
France-Merrick Performing Arts Center’s Hippodrome Theater, along with more than 30 other cultural 
institutions joining together to create a critical mass within the A&E District. Façade restorations will 
improve the visual appeal of this landmark, and new lighting in particular will help draw increased visibility 
and a stronger sense of place-making to the area.  
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2" STRAP STEEL IN SLAB
(FROM 15TH FLOOR FIRE
STAIR)
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CRACKS CONCEALED BY
EPOXY PAINT
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PARALLEL MICRO-CRACK
CONCEALED BY EPOXY
PAINT

CRACK TO BE REPAIRED
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STEEL ANGLE (LINTEL)
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STEEL ANGLE (LINTEL)
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OLD REPAIR NOT VISIBLE
PRIOR TO CLEANING

EXTENDED CRACK
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CRACK THROUGH
ARCHITECTURAL CORBELS
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CRACK THROUGH
ARCHITECTURAL CORBELS
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CRACK THROUGH
ARCHITECTURAL CORBELS

SLATE WITH NO
FLASHING AT BASE OF
1935 ADDITION
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MICRO CRACK 
(NOT VISIBLE)

DISPLACED SLATE - FROST
WEDGE - OPEN MORTAR
JOINTS
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VERTICAL DISPLACEMENT
AT 1935 CONSTRUCTION

MICRO-CRACK NOT
VISIBLE
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MICRO-CRACK NOT
VISIBLE

MICRO-CRACK NOT
VISIBLE

CRACK TO BE REPAIRED
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EAST BALCONY -
DISPLACED TERRA COTTA
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EAST BALCONY -
DISPLACED TERRA COTTA

STRUCTURAL
REINFORCEMENT
AND REPAIR
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MICRO-CRACK

MORTAR CUT OUT FOR
CAULK

STRUCTURAL REINFORCED
REPAIR REQUIRED
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SOUTH BALCONY -
DISPLACED TERRA COTTA
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NORTH BALCONY
DISPLACED TERRA COTTA
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NORTH BALCONY SPALL
/ 
DISPLACED TERRA COTTA

ENTIRE CORNER OF
TERRA COTTA
DANGEROUSLY LOOSE
ALL UNITS TO BE
REMOVED AND
REATTACHED
LOWER SECTION
REQUIRED STRUCTURAL
REINFORCEMENT
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NORTH BALCONY
DISPLACED TERRA COTTA
SPALL  REMOVED FOR
SAFETY
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OPEN MASONRY CRACK

CRACK IN NE TERRA
COTTA WATERTABLE
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OLD MASONRY
REPAIR 
NE CORNER

NEW CRACK
PREVIOUSLY
SEALED

MASONRY STACK JOINT
RECRACKING

NEW PARALLEL CRACK
FORMING
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NW TERRA COTTA UNIT
PREVIOUSLY REPAIRED
(CUT INTO 4 PEICES)
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NEW CRACK ABOVE NW
TERRRA COTTA UNIT

PREVIOUS REPAIR
NOTE - MORTAR
DIFFERENCE

METAL REINFORCEMENT
FROM PREVIOUS REPAIR

LOOSE TERRA COTTA
UNIT

DISPLACED CRACK

OLD TERRA COTTA UNIT
CUT FOR PREVIOUS
REPAIR
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OLD REPAIR ABOVE
WATER TABLE

NEW CRACK
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OLD REPAIR NW CORNER

CRACK AT STACK BOND

METAL REINFORCEMENT
FROM PREVIOUS REPAIR
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PREVIOUS REPAIR NW
CORNER

BULGE ~ 3/4" WITH NEW
CRACK
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PREVIOUS REPAIR NW CORNER

BULGE WITH SPALLED
BRICK FACE REMOVED
FOR SAFETY

DISPLACED CRACKS
CAN ALLOW WATER
INTRUSION
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NEW DISPLACED CRACK
~ 3/4" OUT FROM
BUILDING PLANE

PREVIOUS REPAIR
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Emerson Bromo Seltzer Tower, (Baltimore Arts Tower) 

 

Architectural Survey File 

This is the architectural survey file for this MIHP record. The survey file is organized reverse-

chronological (that is, with the latest material on top). It contains all MIHP inventory forms, National 

Register nomination forms, determinations of eligibility (DOE) forms, and accompanying documentation 

such as photographs and maps. 

Users should be aware that additional undigitized material about this property may be found in on-site 

architectural reports, copies of HABS/HAER or other documentation, drawings, and the “vertical files” at 

the MHT Library in Crownsville. The vertical files may include newspaper clippings, field notes, draft 

versions of forms and architectural reports, photographs, maps, and drawings. Researchers who need a 

thorough understanding of this property should plan to visit the MHT Library as part of their research 

project; look at the MHT web site (mht.maryland.gov) for details about how to make an appointment. 

All material is property of the Maryland Historical Trust. 

 

Last Updated: 03-10-2011 
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Emerson BroIUo-Sel tzer Tower Building 

Risi!!.§: 357 ft;et above t he c .,,:..-, .. ar of .Eutaw ani l v:nba rd Str eets . the 

15- story Bromo- Seltzer !ewer :auUding , with its great steel "tottle, shin-

i ng blue in the su11light, illUILina ted at r.tght , was the fulfillm ent of 

Captain Isa.Ac E. Emerson ' s ber.-2lst to the arcr1i tect, Joseph Evans Sperry 

to desig:.1 his r..ew plant in 1911 to include a tower similar to tl:..a Pa-

l azzo Vecchio ~·ower he had SHJl in i1orence, Italy. 

I n t ne 1930s, ~he Towt.r lo~ t its stn.tus as the talle.st builidi.ng in 

Baltir;ore . Then , toe, t he bottle- v::ls r emoved a!..d. t !:c tvp crenel lated. 

The City of &l timore a cquired the plant in 1967, :..·a zed tl:..a building 

a r ound the Tow€~ to build a combiriati .m iire statioll ;,na. cor:unercia l 

structurr .. 

Ttx 'Bromo-Seltze.r '.rower still contains tnc ~a. rgest four-0.ial grav-t. ity clock in the world (larger than Big Jlen in Louton }. vitu face• 24 

feet i n ciameter. Though tt.e bottle is no longer a beacon for shi~s 

coming i nto Baltimore Harbor , this ~ower is a notabl e land.marK travel- · 

l e r s entering the City from tee southwest s~~ frcn afar . 

E. &kl e 
) 

-1 
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~ lx 20th c~ntury 

IJ Urbon P lonning 

Cl 01hor (Sf1••c/ IJ") 

Captain Issac E . Emerson was a prominent citizen of Baltimore 
at the turn of the century , and his Bromo-Seltzer Tower remains 
as a monument to his civic energy and his own self-esteem. 
Emerson was born in North Carolina and came to Baltimore in 188 
after graduating from the University of North Carolina. He en
tered the retail drug business and set up a laboratory where he 
worked on his new h eadache r e medy , Bromo-Seltzer . He had per
fected its composition by 1888 and, in 1891 , he organized his 
own company , the Emerson Drug Company . In addition to the 
Bromo-Seltzer Tower which housed the drug company , Captain 
Emerson built the Emerson Hotel, the Emersonian apartments and 
established the Brooklandwood F a rm Dairy, an innova tion in 
roadside sales . 

Emerson was instrumental in the organization of the Maryland 
Naval Reserves in 1894 . He commanded a ship manned by the Re
serves during the Spanish-American War; hence the title Captain 
Emerson 's contemporaries thought highly of him as a biographi
cal sketch shows: "(Emerson) is progressive, enterprising and 

1 public spirited to a faul t ... he interests himself thoroughly i 
in everything tending to advance our city , and is a patron of 1 
all worthy enterprises seeking to push Baltimore to the front. 11

1 

Eventually, the Warner-Lambert Pharmaceutical Company of New 
Jersey took over the Emerson Drug Company, and in 1967, the 
tower and office building at its base were offered to the city 
at a modest price. The of°fice building was razed t.D make room 
for a new fire station, but the Commission for Historical and 
Architectural Pre servation prevail~d upon the Mayor to allow 
the tower to stand . Presently , the Maryland Crafts Council is 
trying to make the tower a permanent arts and crafts center . 

1The Baltimore American Illustrated Edition , 1895, p. 71. 
- - ' 
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Signal tower on Federal Hill 

Just Towers 

This tower, still standing in 
Patterson Park, is 6() feet tall 

OF THE THREE towers shown here the most promi
nent is the Bromo-Seltzer T ower. When completed 
in 1911 it was the tallest building in town, rising 
357 feet, and crowned with a giant revolving Bromo
Seltzer bottle. 

Rhoda in her pagoda, "selling tea and syrup and 
soda" , was the popular song hit around the time the 
pagoda-like observation tower was erected in Patter
son Park in 1892. 

The signal tower on Federal Hill replaced an 
earlier one that relayed news of approaching vessels. 
It stood there from 1887 to 1902. 

The Bromo-Seltzer Tower 
is adapted from the Vecchio 
Palace tower in Florence, 
Italy. The bottle was taken 
down in 1936. 
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Annie Noel Applegarth 


 
PROFESSIONAL HIGHLIGHTS 
.  

 Managed all aspects of live concert production for touring musicians including Billy Joel, Bruce Springsteen 
and U2; international promoters; and special events including World Cup Opening ceremonies and 
Presidential Inaugural events. 

 Produced the BSO Annual “Holiday Spectacular” with Maestro Jack Everly and the BSO favorite series “Pop 
Rocks” with Linda Ronstadt, Ben Folds, and Elvis Costello. 

 Stage Managed with Opera Theatre of St Louis, Santa Fe Opera, and Living Stage/Arena Stage’s 
Improvisational Theater. 

 Managed a variety of entertainment, tourist, historic, and arts venues, with as many as 150 events per year 
and with as much as 50% increase in revenues. 

  
WORK HISTORY 

 

Operations and Venue Management 
 Success in developing and enhancing Standard Operating procedures for live entertainment; visual arts; 

historic and tourist facilities. 
 Develop positive team relationships with all departments within venues, including Stage Personnel, Artists, 

Security, Caterers, Housekeeping, Event Staff, Musicians, Contractors, Vendors and Executive Management.  
 Maintain schedule of activities, performances, rental events, art shows, classes, and coordinate all logistics 

for all operational, restoration, and general maintenance 
 

Credits include the following: 
Director of Facility Operations, The Baltimore Office of Promotion and Arts 
The Cloisters; Top of the World, Observation Level; School 33 Arts Center; and the Bromo Seltzer 
Arts Tower 
Baltimore, Maryland 
January 2007 thru Present 
 
Director of Operations, The Baltimore Symphony Orchestra 
Joseph Meyerhoff Symphony Hall 
Baltimore, Maryland  
December 2004 thru December 2006 
 
General Manager, Live Nation 
The Pier Six Concert Pavilion 
Baltimore, Maryland  
April 2003 thru October 2005 

 

Live Concert Production 
 Production Management for Touring Musicians, Regional Promoter, and Special Events.  
 Responsibilities include: Production Office set up, Advance Production requirements, Setting up Technical 

and Musical rehearsals, Equipment procurement, Transportation, Security, Catering, Staffing Requirements, 
including Union and Non-Union Personnel, Payroll, Ticketing, Budgeting and Financial Settlements, Video 
and Live Television Production, Media Contact for Advertising and Publicity,  Venue negotiations, and Band 
and Crew travel and accommodations.  
   
Credits include the following: 
Touring Production 
Billy Joel 
Bruce Springsteen 
The Rolling Stones 
U2 
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Regional Production 
Billy Joel, Camden Yards, 2019 
OTR II, Jay-Z and Beyoncé, FedEx Field 2018 
Concert for Charlottesville, Dave Mathews, UVA Scott Stadium 2017 
Billy Joel, Nationals Park 2014, 2016 
Billy Joel & Elton John, Nationals Park 2009 
The Concert for Sandy Relief 12-12-12; Madison Square Garden 
HFStival, WHFS Radio Station Festival, RFK Stadium. PSI Net Stadium, Fed-Ex Field 1993-2007 
America: A Tribute to Heroes; Madison Square Garden 2001 
United We Stand; Benefit for the Families of 9/11, RFK Stadium, 2001 
The Tibetan Freedom Concerts, Multiple Venues, 1997 thru 2012  

 The Rolling Stones, Voodoo Lounge, RFK Stadium, (managed Technical Rehearsals) 
 U2, Zoo TV, RFK Stadium, (managed Technical Rehearsals) 
 Bob Dylan and The Grateful Dead, RFK Stadium, Veterans Stadium 
  

Live -Special Events – Broadcast 
“The Kids Inaugural; Our Children: Our Future with Michelle Obama and Jill Biden” 2013 
“We are One; The Obama Inaugural Celebration at the Lincoln Memorial 2009 

 The Presidential Inaugural “Youth of America” Washington DC, 2001 and 2005 
The Presidential Inaugural “William J. Clinton Presents” Washington DC, 1993 and 1997 

 The United States Senate and House Dinner, Washington DC, 1998 thru 2004 
 The 1996 Summer Olympics “Opening Ceremonies” Atlanta, Georgia, 1996  
 World Cup Soccer “Opening Ceremonies”, Washington DC, Chicago, and Los Angeles, 1994 
 Nelson Mandela “American Tribute” Brooklyn, NY 1990         

 

Film Production 
 Scouting, securing, and coordinating logistics involved for Film and Television production companies to 

successfully complete necessary filming on location.  
 Serving as the face of the production to communities and addressing issues that may arise due to the 

production’s impact on those communities. 
 

Credits include the following: 
Feature Film Production 
“Head of State”, DreamWorks Productions, Location Manager. 
“Tuck Everlasting”, Walt Disney Films, Location Manager, Berlin, MD. 
“Runaway Bride”, Paramount Pictures, Location Manager, Berlin, MD. 
“Cecil B. DeMented”, Artisan Entertainment, Assistant and 2nd Unit Location Manager. 
“The Wire”, HBO Productions, Location Manager – Season 1. 
“The District”, CBS Television, Location Manager, District of Columbia Unit. 
 
Commercial Production 
“University of Baltimore; Recruitment”, Blakeslee Group, Producer, 2003. 
“The U.S Border Patrol; Recruitment”, Savage Picture Company, Producer, 2003. 
“Volunteers of America”, Butler Films, Location Manager, 2000. 
“Viagra, Senator Robert Dole”, Headquarters Productions, Location Consultant, 1998. 
“Oscar Mayer Lunchables, Cal Ripken Jr.”, Ebel Productions, Location Manager, 1998. 

 
    

Theatre 
 Worked as an Equity Stage Manager at The Loretto Hilton Repertory, St. Louis Opera, Santa Fe Opera, and 

Arena Stage’s Children’s Theater “Living Stage”. 
 

Complete List of Credits Available upon Request 
 
EDUCATION 

Bachelor of Arts: Theater Arts, Stage Management; Stage and Lighting Design, Webster College Conservatory. 
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KRamsay-Azola
Significant Remodel

KRamsay-Azola_1
Significant Remodel

KRamsay-Azola_2
Preserved - Restored

KRamsay-Azola_3
Preserved - Restored

KRamsay-Azola_4
Lighting Transformer
REPAIR THE FAILING STRUCTURAL CONCRETE ROOF ABOVE THE 19TH FLOOR (PARTIAL) 

KRamsay-Azola_5
Lighting Transformer
REINSTALLATION OF THE CLOCK AND HANDS

KRamsay-Azola_6
Lighting Transformer
REMOVE EXTERIOR METAL SUPPORTS ON THE EIGHT (8) COPULA PILLARS 

KRamsay-Azola_7
Lighting Transformer
PERFORM MASONRY RECONSTRUCTION /RESTORATION / CLEANING OF THE COPULA AND PILLARS

KRamsay-Azola_8
Lighting Transformer
DESIGN/INSTALL CATHODIC PROTECTION SYSTEM TO LIMIT FUTURE DEGRADATION OF THE STRUCTURAL METAL WITHIN THE COPULA PILLARS 

KRamsay-Azola_9
Lighting Transformer
INSTALL CONTROL JOINTS ON THE EIGHT (8) COPULA PILLARS 

KRamsay-Azola_10
Lighting Transformer
STRIP THE EXISTING BUILT UP ROOF ON THE 19TH FLOOR AND REPLACE WITH NEW 15 YEAR TPO ROOF 

KRamsay-Azola_11
Lighting Transformer
UPGRADE DRAINAGE SCUPPERS AT 19TH FLOOR 

KRamsay-Azola_12
Lighting Transformer
REPAIR THE 19TH CONCRETE DECK FLOOR 

KRamsay-Azola_13
Lighting Transformer
CLEAN AND REPAINT SPIRAL STAIR, METAL DOOR, ROOF HATCH, AND METAL SUPPORTS ON THE 19TH FLOOR

KRamsay-Azola_14
Text Box
19TH FLOORPLAN

KRamsay-Azola_15
Lighting Transformer
UPGRADE DRAINAGE SCUPPERS AT 19TH FLOOR 

KRamsay-Azola_16
Lighting Transformer
CLEAN AND REPAINT SPIRAL STAIR, METAL DOOR, ROOF HATCH, AND METAL SUPPORTS ON THE 19TH FLOOR

KRamsay-Azola_17
Lighting Transformer
PERFORM MASONRY RECONSTRUCTION /RESTORATION / CLEANING OF THE COPULA AND PILLARS

KRamsay-Azola_18
Lighting Transformer
DESIGN/INSTALL CATHODIC PROTECTION SYSTEM TO LIMIT FUTURE DEGRADATION OF THE STRUCTURAL METAL WITHIN THE COPULA PILLARS 

KRamsay-Azola_19
Lighting Transformer
INSTALL CONTROL JOINTS ON THE EIGHT (8) COPULA PILLARS 

KRamsay-Azola_20
Lighting Transformer
STRIP THE EXISTING BUILT UP ROOF ON THE 19TH FLOOR AND REPLACE WITH NEW 15 YEAR TPO ROOF 

KRamsay-Azola_21
Lighting Transformer
REPAIR THE 19TH CONCRETE DECK FLOOR 

KRamsay-Azola_22
Text Box
PHASE 2B PARTIAL SCOPE - COPULA RESTORATION WITH BALCONY STABILIZATION 

KRamsay-Azola_23
Preserved - Restored

KRamsay-Azola_24
Preserved - Restored

KRamsay-Azola_25
Preserved - Restored

KRamsay-Azola_26
Preserved - Restored

KRamsay-Azola_27
Preserved - Restored

KRamsay-Azola_28
Preserved - Restored

KRamsay-Azola_29
Lighting Transformer
STABILIZE LOWER BALCONY TERRA COTTA

KRamsay-Azola_30
Lighting Transformer
WEATHERIZE BALCONY CAPS TO PREVENT FURTHER DETERIORATION

KRamsay-Azola_31
Lighting Transformer
PERFORM MASONRY RECONSTRUCTION /RESTORATION / CLEANING OF THE ROOF BATTLEMENTS

KRamsay-Azola_32
Lighting Transformer
PERFORM MASONRY RECONSTRUCTION /RESTORATION / CLEANING OF THE 19TH FLOOR BATTLEMENTS

KRamsay-Azola_33
Contractor
CURRENTSTATUS

KRamsay
Polygon

tazol
Callout
AREA CLEANED AND CRACKS WERE CAULKED
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KRamsay-Azola_34
Significant Remodel

KRamsay-Azola_35
Text Box
PHASE 2B PARTIAL SCOPE - COPULA RESTORATION WITH BALCONY STABILIZATION 

KRamsay-Azola_36
Contractor
FOUNDCONDITIONS

KRamsay_1
Snapshot

KRamsay_2
Callout

KRamsay_3
Snapshot

KRamsay_4
Callout

KRamsay_5
Snapshot

KRamsay_6
Callout

KRamsay_7
Snapshot

KRamsay_8
Callout

KRamsay_9
Snapshot

KRamsay_10
Callout

KRamsay_11
Snapshot

KRamsay_12
Snapshot

KRamsay_13
Callout

KRamsay_14
Cloud+

KRamsay_15
Cloud+

KRamsay_16
Callout

KRamsay_17
Snapshot

KRamsay_18
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Cloud+
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KRamsay-Azola_37
Significant Remodel

KRamsay-Azola_38
Significant Remodel

KRamsay-Azola_39
Significant Remodel

KRamsay-Azola_40
Significant Remodel

KRamsay-Azola_41
Significant Remodel

KRamsay-Azola_42
Preserved - Restored

KRamsay-Azola_43
Preserved - Restored

KRamsay-Azola_44
Significant Remodel

KRamsay-Azola_45
Significant Remodel

KRamsay-Azola_46
Lighting Transformer
REPAIR THE FAILING STRUCTURAL CONCRETE ROOF ABOVE THE 19TH FLOOR 

KRamsay-Azola_47
Lighting Transformer
REINSTALLATION OF THE CLOCK AND HANDS

KRamsay-Azola_48
Lighting Transformer
REMOVE EXTERIOR METAL SUPPORTS ON THE EIGHT (8) COPULA PILLARS 

KRamsay-Azola_49
Lighting Transformer
PERFORM MASONRY RECONSTRUCTION /RESTORATION / CLEANING OF THE COPULA AND PILLARS

KRamsay-Azola_50
Lighting Transformer
DESIGN/INSTALL CATHODIC PROTECTION SYSTEM TO LIMIT FUTURE DEGRADATION OF THE STRUCTURAL METAL WITHIN THE COPULA PILLARS 

KRamsay-Azola_51
Lighting Transformer
INSTALL CONTROL JOINTS ON THE EIGHT (8) COPULA PILLARS 

KRamsay-Azola_52
Lighting Transformer
STRIP THE EXISTING BUILT UP ROOF ON THE 19TH FLOOR AND REPLACE WITH NEW 15 YEAR TPO ROOF 

KRamsay-Azola_53
Lighting Transformer
UPGRADE DRAINAGE SCUPPERS AT 19TH FLOOR 

KRamsay-Azola_54
Lighting Transformer
REPAIR THE 19TH CONCRETE DECK FLOOR 

KRamsay-Azola_55
Lighting Transformer
CLEAN AND REPAINT SPIRAL STAIR, METAL DOOR, ROOF HATCH, AND METAL SUPPORTS ON THE 19TH FLOOR

KRamsay-Azola_56
Lighting Transformer
MASONRY RECONSTRUCTION / RESTORATION / CLEANINGOF THE TERRA COTTA CLOCK FACE AND SURROUND

KRamsay-Azola_57
Text Box
19TH FLOORPLAN

KRamsay-Azola_58
Lighting Transformer
UPGRADE DRAINAGE SCUPPERS AT 19TH FLOOR 

KRamsay-Azola_59
Lighting Transformer
CLEAN AND REPAINT SPIRAL STAIR, METAL DOOR, ROOF HATCH, AND METAL SUPPORTS ON THE 19TH FLOOR

KRamsay-Azola_60
Lighting Transformer
PERFORM MASONRY RECONSTRUCTION /RESTORATION / CLEANING OF THE COPULA AND PILLARS

KRamsay-Azola_61
Lighting Transformer
DESIGN/INSTALL CATHODIC PROTECTION SYSTEM TO LIMIT FUTURE DEGRADATION OF THE STRUCTURAL METAL WITHIN THE COPULA PILLARS 

KRamsay-Azola_62
Lighting Transformer
INSTALL CONTROL JOINTS ON THE EIGHT (8) COPULA PILLARS 

KRamsay-Azola_63
Lighting Transformer
STRIP THE EXISTING BUILT UP ROOF ON THE 19TH FLOOR AND REPLACE WITH NEW 15 YEAR TPO ROOF 

KRamsay-Azola_64
Lighting Transformer
REPAIR THE 19TH CONCRETE DECK FLOOR 

KRamsay-Azola_65
Lighting Transformer
RESTORE METAL CLOCK FACE AND GLAZING

KRamsay-Azola_66
Preserved - Restored

KRamsay-Azola_67
Text Box
PHASE 2B SCOPE - EXTERIOR RESTORATION TO 16TH FLOOR

KRamsay-Azola_68
Significant Remodel

KRamsay-Azola_69
Preserved - Restored

KRamsay-Azola_70
Preserved - Restored

KRamsay-Azola_71
Preserved - Restored

KRamsay-Azola_72
Preserved - Restored

KRamsay-Azola_73
Preserved - Restored

KRamsay-Azola_74
Preserved - Restored

KRamsay-Azola_75
Lighting Transformer
STABILIZE LOWER BALCONY TERRA COTTA

KRamsay-Azola_76
Lighting Transformer
WEATHERIZE BALCONY CAPS TO PREVENT FURTHER DETERIORATION

KRamsay-Azola_77
Lighting Transformer
PERFORM MASONRY RECONSTRUCTION /RESTORATION / CLEANING OF THE ROOF BATTLEMENTS

KRamsay-Azola_78
Lighting Transformer
PERFORM MASONRY RECONSTRUCTION /RESTORATION / CLEANING OF THE 19TH FLOOR BATTLEMENTS

KRamsay-Azola_79
Lighting Transformer
PERFORM MASONRY RESTORATION / CLEANING OF THE FROM THE 19TH FLOOR TO THE 17TH FLOOR

KRamsay-Azola_80
Lighting Transformer
REMOVE EXISTING METAL NEON SIGN FRAMING

KRamsay-Azola_81
Preserved - Restored
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KRamsay-Azola_82
Significant Remodel

KRamsay-Azola_83
Significant Remodel

KRamsay-Azola_84
Significant Remodel

KRamsay-Azola_85
Significant Remodel

KRamsay-Azola_86
Significant Remodel

KRamsay-Azola_87
Preserved - Restored

KRamsay-Azola_88
Preserved - Restored

KRamsay-Azola_89
Significant Remodel

KRamsay-Azola_90
Significant Remodel

KRamsay-Azola_91
Significant Remodel

KRamsay-Azola_92
Significant Remodel

KRamsay-Azola_93
Significant Remodel

KRamsay-Azola_94
Lighting Transformer
REPAIR THE FAILING STRUCTURAL CONCRETE ROOF ABOVE THE 19TH FLOOR 

KRamsay-Azola_95
Lighting Transformer
REINSTALLATION OF THE CLOCK AND HANDS

KRamsay-Azola_96
Lighting Transformer
REMOVE EXTERIOR METAL SUPPORTS ON THE EIGHT (8) COPULA PILLARS 

KRamsay-Azola_97
Lighting Transformer
PERFORM MASONRY RECONSTRUCTION /RESTORATION / CLEANING OF THE COPULA AND PILLARS

KRamsay-Azola_98
Lighting Transformer
DESIGN/INSTALL CATHODIC PROTECTION SYSTEM TO LIMIT FUTURE DEGRADATION OF THE STRUCTURAL METAL WITHIN THE COPULA PILLARS 

KRamsay-Azola_99
Lighting Transformer
INSTALL CONTROL JOINTS ON THE EIGHT (8) COPULA PILLARS 

KRamsay-Azola_100
Lighting Transformer
STRIP THE EXISTING BUILT UP ROOF ON THE 19TH FLOOR AND REPLACE WITH NEW 15 YEAR TPO ROOF 

KRamsay-Azola_101
Lighting Transformer
UPGRADE DRAINAGE SCUPPERS AT 19TH FLOOR 

KRamsay-Azola_102
Lighting Transformer
REPAIR THE 19TH CONCRETE DECK FLOOR 

KRamsay-Azola_103
Lighting Transformer
CLEAN AND REPAINT SPIRAL STAIR, METAL DOOR, ROOF HATCH, AND METAL SUPPORTS ON THE 19TH FLOOR

KRamsay-Azola_104
Lighting Transformer
MASONRY RECONSTRUCTION / RESTORATION / CLEANINGOF THE TERRA COTTA CLOCK FACE AND SURROUND

KRamsay-Azola_105
Text Box
19TH FLOORPLAN

KRamsay-Azola_106
Lighting Transformer
UPGRADE DRAINAGE SCUPPERS AT 19TH FLOOR 

KRamsay-Azola_107
Lighting Transformer
CLEAN AND REPAINT SPIRAL STAIR, METAL DOOR, ROOF HATCH, AND METAL SUPPORTS ON THE 19TH FLOOR

KRamsay-Azola_108
Lighting Transformer
PERFORM MASONRY RECONSTRUCTION /RESTORATION / CLEANING OF THE COPULA AND PILLARS

KRamsay-Azola_109
Lighting Transformer
DESIGN/INSTALL CATHODIC PROTECTION SYSTEM TO LIMIT FUTURE DEGRADATION OF THE STRUCTURAL METAL WITHIN THE COPULA PILLARS 

KRamsay-Azola_110
Lighting Transformer
INSTALL CONTROL JOINTS ON THE EIGHT (8) COPULA PILLARS 

KRamsay-Azola_111
Lighting Transformer
STRIP THE EXISTING BUILT UP ROOF ON THE 19TH FLOOR AND REPLACE WITH NEW 15 YEAR TPO ROOF 

KRamsay-Azola_112
Lighting Transformer
REPAIR THE 19TH CONCRETE DECK FLOOR 

KRamsay-Azola_113
Lighting Transformer
RESTORE METAL CLOCK FACE AND GLAZING

KRamsay-Azola_114
Preserved - Restored

KRamsay-Azola_115
Text Box
PHASE 2B AND 2C - COMPLETE EXTERIOR RESTORATION

KRamsay-Azola_116
Significant Remodel

KRamsay-Azola_117
Preserved - Restored

KRamsay-Azola_118
Preserved - Restored

KRamsay-Azola_119
Preserved - Restored

KRamsay-Azola_120
Preserved - Restored

KRamsay-Azola_121
Preserved - Restored

KRamsay-Azola_122
Preserved - Restored

KRamsay-Azola_123
Lighting Transformer
STABILIZE LOWER BALCONY TERRA COTTA

KRamsay-Azola_124
Lighting Transformer
WEATHERIZE BALCONY CAPS TO PREVENT FURTHER DETERIORATION

KRamsay-Azola_125
Lighting Transformer
PERFORM MASONRY RECONSTRUCTION /RESTORATION / CLEANING OF THE ROOF BATTLEMENTS

KRamsay-Azola_126
Lighting Transformer
PERFORM MASONRY RECONSTRUCTION /RESTORATION / CLEANING OF THE 19TH FLOOR BATTLEMENTS

KRamsay-Azola_127
Lighting Transformer
PERFORM MASONRY RESTORATION / CLEANING OF THE FROM THE 19TH FLOOR TO THE 17TH FLOOR

KRamsay-Azola_128
Lighting Transformer
REMOVE EXISTING METAL NEON SIGN FRAMING

KRamsay-Azola_129
Lighting Transformer
PERFORM MASONRY RESTORATION / CLEANING OF THE FROM THE 16TH FLOOR TO THE GROUND

KRamsay-Azola_130
Lighting Transformer
PERFORM LIMESTONE  RESTORATION / CLEANING

KRamsay-Azola_131
Lighting Transformer
REMOVE AND REPLACE SEALANT AT ALL WINDOWS

KRamsay-Azola_132
Lighting Transformer
CLEAN AND REPAINT METAL FIRE ESCAPE

KRamsay-Azola_133
Lighting Transformer
REPAIR STUCCO EXTERIOR



PHASE 2B PARTIAL SCOPE  COPULA RESTORATION WITH BALCONY
STABILIZATION

 

OPEN MASONRY CRACK

RACK IN NE TERRA
OTTA WATERTABLE

OLD MASONRY
REPAIR 
NE CORNER

NEW CRACK
PREVIOUSLY
SEALED

MASONRY STACK JOINT
RECRACKING

NEW PARALLEL CRACK
FORMING

 

 

NEW CRACK ABOVE NW
TERRRA COTTA UNIT

PREVIOUS REPAIR
NOTE - MORTAR
DIFFERENCE

METAL REINFORCEMENT
FROM PREVIOUS REPAIR

LOOSE TERRA COTTA
UNIT

DISPLACED CRACK

OLD TERRA COTTA UNIT
CUT FOR PREVIOUS
REPAIR

 

NEW DISPLACED CRACK
~ 3/4" OUT FROM
BUILDING PLANE

PREVIOUS REPAIR

PREVIOUS REPAIR NW
CORNER

BULGE ~ 3/4" WITH NEW
CRACK

Crack Repairs and Emergency Terracotta Safety Netting

Terracotta Water
Table Netting

Cracks run above
the terracotta water
table

Azola Scope of Work
17-1201 Bromo N Face Emergency RepairR2

 03/04/2021
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Displaced terra cotta water table will be
temporarily restrained using debris netting.
Netting will be attached to the face of the
building using masonry anchors into mortar
joints.

Debris Netting

Anchor points
(reference only)

Netting to wrap around
other side of building

Netting to wrap under
water table tight to
building

Bromo Water Table Emergency Repair Diagram

NOTE:
This temporary repair must be
designed and certified by the
structural engineer of record.
This diagram is only for
purposes of discussion.

Cracks to be caulked

Azola Scope of Work
17-1201 Bromo N Face Emergency RepairR2

 03/04/2021

(See the Skarda Eng Diagram below for approved details)
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SCALE 1/4" = 1'-0"

SECTION A - 
SCALE 1/4" = 1'-0"

UPPER RETAINER STRAP 
THROUGH BOLTED

LOWER RETAINER
THROUGH BOLTED 
NEEDS TO CLEAR UPPER
WEB ON STEEL

ANCHOR

THROUGH
BOLT

NEED SPECIFIED:
MESH
THROUGH BOLT, PLATE,
HARDWARE
ANCHORS
RETAINING STRAP

Azola Scope of Work
17-1201 Bromo N Face Emergency RepairR2

 03/04/2021
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304 - SS

304 - SS

304 - SS

Azola Scope of Work
17-1201 Bromo N Face Emergency RepairR2

 03/04/2021
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March   4,   2021   
  

Annie   Applegarth   
Bromo   Seltzer   Arts   Tower,   LLC.   
21   S.   Eutaw   St.   
Baltimore,   Maryland   21201   
  

Reference:   Bromo   Tower   Exterior   Restoration   Phase   II   B   –   Completed   and   Future   Work   
  

Dear   Ms.   Applegarth:   
  

Azola   Building   Rehab.,   Inc.   is   pleased   to   provide   you   with   a   change   order   to   document   the   actual   work   completed   
on   the   Bromo   Seltzer   Tower   for   the   Cupola   restoration   as   discussed   in   our   November   30,   2017   
meeting/teleconference.     
  

The   Completed   Restoration   Items   are   as   follows:   
  

General     
1. Assist   the   Balzer   Family   Clock   Works   with   the   reinstallation   of   the   clock   and   hands   
2. provide   and   install   power   sub   panel   for   working   receptacles   in   the   Radio   Room   (17th   Floor)   
3. Repair/install   switches   for   the   Lighting   above   the   15th   floor     
4. Arms   reach   assessment   and   documentation   of   defects   in   Water   table   /   elevations   for   future   repair     

  
Balconies   

1. Asbestos   Abatement   at   Balconies   
2. Lower   Balcony   Terra   Cotta   Cleaning   
3. Lower   Balcony   Terra   Cotta   Repair/Restoration   
4. Metal   Cladding   repair/reattachment   
5. Balcony   Cap   Weatherization   

  
19th   Floor   Cupola   -   Masonry   Repair   

1. Blue   Paint   Removed   
2. Metal   Bracing   Removed   
3. Old   Lighting   (loose)   Removed   
4. Masonry   Cleaned   
5. Cathodic   Protection   Anode   Installation   (Interior   of   Columns)   
6. Installation   of   Control   Joints   on   Columns     
7. New   Masonry   Stained   to   match   historic   brick     
8. MasterProtect   HB   400   Coating   Applied   to   interior   of   Cupola     

  
19th   Floor   Cupola   -   Concrete   Ceiling   Repairs   
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1. Blue   Paint   Removed   
2. Concrete   Spalls   Sounded     
3. Loose   Material   Removed     
4. Steel   treated   with   ECB   Paint   

  
  

Masonry   Repair   to   20th   Floor   Elevation   
1. Masonry   and   Battlements   Cleaned   
2. Repairs   assessed   and   documented   for   future   repair     

  
  

Work   for   this   phase   was   modified   and   limited   to   the   items   listed   above   based   on   the   prioritization   of   the   repair   and   
the   available   budget   after   the   completion   of   unknown   scope   increases   including   asbestos   abatement,   increased   
repair   scope   on   the   balconies,   increased   repairs   required   for   the   columns   and   concrete   ceiling.     
  

As   outlined   in   the   November   30,   2017   meeting/teleconference   minutes   -   Here   is   a   list   of   the   remaining   work   items   
for   full   building   restoration:   
  

Masonry   Repair   above   the   20th   Floor   (~$100K   access   costs)   
1. Perform   Masonry   Reconstruction   /Restoration     
2. Flash   metal   pan   gutter   at   Upper   roof   
3. Repair   of   Cracks   in   1935   (New)   Construction   (INCREASE)   
4. Repair   of   brick   coursing   showing   a   vertical   displacement   (NEW)   
5. Repair   /   Weatherization   of   through   wall   1”   slate   (NEW)   

  
Masonry   Repairs   at   19th   Floor   

1. Remediate/   Repair   interior   steel   shelf   angle   and   damaged   brick   above   arches   (NEW)   
2. Repair   cracks   in   the   Brick   Corbel   (NEW)   
3. Repair   Interior   Column   Cracks   (NEW)   
4. Replace   Concrete   Ceiling   at   repair   locations   
5. Clean   and   repaint   spiral   stair,   metal   door,   roof   hatch,   and   metal   supports   on   the   19th   floor   
6. Electrical   

a. New   power   wiring   and   raceway   to   19th   Floor     
b. New   raceway   around   columns   for   Cathodic   Protection     
c. Connection   and   Start-up/Calibration   of   Cathodic   Protection   

7. Replace   19th   Floor   Roof   (to   be   completed   after   scaffold   is   removed)   
8. repair   the   19th   concrete   deck   floor     
9. upgrade   drainage   scuppers   at   19th   floor     

  
Future   Work   Items   (Below   19th   Floor)   -   Required   Mast   climber   (~$150K   access   costs)   

1. Repair   19th   floor   brick   battlements   
2. Repair   19th   floor   concrete   at   parapet   wall   
3. Remove   Existing   Metal   Neon   Sign   Framing   
4. Masonry   Cleaning/Repair   at   Sign   Framing     
5. Masonry   reconstruction   /   restoration   /   cleaning   of   the   terra   cotta   clock   face   and   surround   
6. Remove   clock   Glazing   
7. Restore   and   repaint   clock   face   
8. Repair   broken   clock   glass   /   reglaze   clock   face   
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9. Perform   masonry   restoration   /   cleaning   of   the   from   the   16th   floor   to   the   ground   
10. Remove   and   replace   sealant   at   all   windows   
11. Repair   stucco   exterior   
12. Clean   and   repaint   metal   fire   escape  
13. Perform   limestone    restoration   /   cleaning   
14. Perform   Environmental   Asbestos   Abatement   for   all   caulk   (NEW)   
15. North   Elevation   -   Bulges   in   Building   Facade   (NEW)   
16. Repair   Water   Table   at   North-East   Corner   (NEW)   
17. Repair   Vertical   Crack   at   North-East   Corner   (Previously   Repaired)   with   new   crack   (NEW)   

  
  
  

Building   priorities:   
  

Some   work   deferred   due   to   unfunded   additional   costs   can   weather   a   significant   period   of   time   -   However   a   few   of   
these   items   should   be   seen   as   a   priority   and   funded   as   soon   as   possible.     

1. Emergency   masonry   repairs   on   the   North   side   of   the   building,   which   include   installing   safety   netting   
around   the   loose   pieces   of   terracotta   at   the   16th   floor   water   table   and   caulking   the   vertical   cracks   up   the   
sides   of   the   building.   

2. Replace   19th   Floor   Roof   -   it   should   be   noted   that   the   reinstallation   of   the   scaffolding   will   cause   damage   to   
new   roof.    If   the   repairs   listed   for   the   19th   and   20th   floor   are   in   future   plans   it   may   be   advisable   to   service   
the   existing   roof   until   these   can   be   completed.     

3. Electrical   work   -   specifically:   
New   power   wiring   and   raceway   to   19th   Floor     
New   raceway   around   columns   for   Cathodic   Protection     
Connection   and   Start-up/Calibration   of   Cathodic   Protection   
  

Azola   Building   Rehab.,   Inc.   is   always   ready   to   help   you   with   the   building   upkeep,   maintenance,   and   
improvements   as   requested.     
  
  
  

Sincerely,   
  
  
  

Anthony   Azola   
President   
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Project Budget
BROMO SELTZER ARTS TOWER - BUILDING REPAIRS

Line Item
No. Work Item (Description) Grant Funds Match

Other Project
Costs

Total Project
Cost

1 General Requirements:
     Construction Management $15,335.50 $29,464.50 $44,800.00
     Dumpster $3,000.00 $3,000.00

     Scaffolding (Overhead Protection) $15,000.00 $15,000.00
     Sidewalk Closure and Barricades $5,000.00 $5,000.00

2 Masonry $56,850.00 $56,850.00

3
Thermal and Moisture Protection
(Roofing) $23,150.00 $18,550.00 $41,700.00

4
Special Construction (Cathodic
Protection - Electrical Services) $12,500.00 $12,500.00

5 Permits $3,577.00 $3,577.00
6 Insurance $3,648.54 $3,648.54
7 Builders Contingency $18,607.55 $18,607.55
8 Overhead and Bonding Fee $45,849.01 $45,849.01
9 Clock Restoration $7,500.00 $7,500.00
10 Fire Suppression System $43,525.00 $43,525.00

11

Bromo Project Management (Bromo
Director of Facilities: Salary of
$46/hour for 175 hours plus Benefits
@ 25% of Salary) $10,062.50 $10,062.50

12 $0.00
13 $0.00
14 $0.00
15 $0.00
16 $0.00
17 $0.00
18 $0.00
19 $0.00
20 $0.00
21 $0.00
22 $0.00
23 $0.00
24 $0.00
25 $0.00

TOTALS $80,000.00 $80,000.00 $151,619.60 $311,619.60

· The maximum grant award is $100,000 for capital projects and management grants, and $50,000 for non-
capital grants. The minimum amount is $5,000.

·  See Grant Guidelines for complete information about eligible costs and matching funds.

·  All grant funds AND match funds must be spent on the scope of work you have defined in this budget.
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· Applicant match (cash and in-kind), may come from non-state sources such as corporate, institutional,
and individual donations or pledges to provide direct funding for the proposed project or to provide in-
kind services.  

· Please note that other state funds, including state employee time, cannot be used as match for this
grant.  

· Funds already spent toward the project prior to a grant award cannot count as match, and cannot be paid
from grant funds.

· Grant funds must be matched, dollar for dollar.  The match may consist of any combination of cash and in-
kind  expeneses.   For the purposes of this form, in no case should a match in excess of a dollar-for-dollar
match be proposed.  For example, if the “project” you have defined will cost $250,000, you may request
$100,000 in grant funds, commit a $100,000 total match in the "match" column, and include $50,000 as
“other project costs" in the separate column above.
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18/14/2020

Address: 21 S. Eutaw St.

JOB: 00006 - Bromo Seltzer - Grant Repairs Address: Baltimore, Maryland 21201

Prepared by: Anthony Azola Estimate Date: 8/14/2020

3,000sf Building Footprint Unit        # of      Unit        Total    Topic
* TOPIC * Meas.        Units      Cost        Cost    Total

010000 - GENERAL REQUIREMENTS

Project Mgr 1/2 time wks 4 $6,000.00 $24,000.00
Site Super wks  8.0 $2,600.00 $20,800.00
Dumpster EA  5 $600.00 $3,000.00

SCAFFOLDING / ACCESS
Swing stage rental cost in Masonry ls 6 $0.00
Over Head Protection ls 6 $2,500.00 $15,000.00
Sidewalk closure and barricades ls 1 $5,000.00 $5,000.00
Total $67,800.00

040000 - MASONRY
Emergency Terra Cotta / Brick Weatherization at NW & NE Corner

Site Engineer / Inspection wks  1.0 $3,600.00 $3,600.00

CO-00962TM ER-2 - Emergency Terra Cotta Safety Netting / 
Weatherization at NW & NE Corner LS 1.00 $19,793.00 $19,793.00

C0-00963 TM ER-3 Brick Weatherization at NW & NE Corner LS 1 $15,957.00 $15,957.00
ER-SS BID Swing Stage Rental Cost LS 5 $3,500.00 $17,500.00

Total $56,850.00

070000 - THERMAL AND MOISTURE PROTECTION

ROOFING
Item 3 Remove and replace roof with TPO Roofing (19th Floor)
MBE B strip existing roof membrane ls 1 $4,500.00 $4,500.00
MBE B Strip and Repair Lightweight concrete base (9" thick) ls 1 $16,000.00 $16,000.00
MBE B Install TPO Roofing ls 1 $21,200.00 $21,200.00

Total $41,700.00

130000 - SPECIAL CONSTRUCTION

CATHODIC PROTECTION
INSTALLATION - Electrical Service
conduit, wiring, junction boxes, test box, AC power disconnect 
box, rectifier, and AC power ea 1 $9,000.00 $9,000.00
STARTUP / CALIBRATION / SUPPORT ls 1 $3,500.00 $3,500.00
Total $12,500.00

SUBTOTAL DIRECT COST $178,850.00
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28/14/2020

Address: 21 S. Eutaw St.

JOB: 00006 - Bromo Seltzer - Grant Repairs Address: Baltimore, Maryland 21201

Prepared by: Anthony Azola Estimate Date: 8/14/2020

3,000sf Building Footprint Unit        # of      Unit        Total    Topic
* TOPIC * Meas.        Units      Cost        Cost    Total

00006 - Bromo Seltzer - Grant Repairs
COST SUMMARY 3,000 SF.
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

010000 - GENERAL REQUIREMENTS $67,800.00 $22.60 per sf. 37.91%

040000 - MASONRY $56,850.00 $18.95 per sf. 31.79%

070000 - THERMAL AND MOISTURE PROTECTION $41,700.00 $13.90 per sf. 23.32%

130000 - SPECIAL CONSTRUCTION $12,500.00 $4.17 per sf. 6.99%
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

TOTAL DIRECT COSTS $178,850.00 $59.62 per sf. 100.00%
__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Permits 2.0% $3,577.00
Insurance 2.0% $3,648.54
Builders Contingency 10.0% $18,607.55

----------------------------------
Subtotal $204,683.09

Overhead/Fee 20.00% $40,936.62
----------------------------------

TOTAL COST $245,619.71
Bonding Fee 2.00% $4,912.39
TOTAL CONTRACT COST $250,532.11
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BYLAWS 

 

OF 

 

BALTIMORE OFFICE OF PROMOTION & THE ARTS, INC. 

 

 

ARTICLE I – MEMBERS 

 

Section 1.1 Members 

 

  The Corporation shall have no corporate stock.  The members of the 

Board of Directors of the Corporation shall be the only members of the Corporation. 

When acting as the directors, the directors shall also be deemed to be exercising all the 

rights and powers of members of the Corporation.  

 

Section 1.2 Membership Meetings 

 

  A Membership meeting may be called by the President of the Corporation, 

or by a majority of the Directors then in office, even if there then exist vacancies on the 

Board of Directors.  A regular annual Membership meeting shall be held each year of the 

Corporation, on a day and at a time and location as determined by the Member.  Meetings 

may be held by conference or telephone call.  Unless waived by written waiver or 

attendance at the meeting without objection or execution of a written consent, notice of 

any Membership meeting must be given via regular mail or electronically (i.e., e-mail) 

using the contact information on record with the Corporation at least seven (7) days prior 

to the date of the meeting to the Members. 

 

 

ARTICLE II – BOARD OF DIRECTORS 

 

Section 2.1 Powers of the Board of Directors 

 

  Section 2.1.1 – General Powers  The business and affairs of the 

Corporation shall be managed under the direction of its Board of Directors, consisting 

initially of those individuals named in Articles of Incorporation.  In addition to the 

powers expressly conferred upon them by these Bylaws, the Board of Directors may 

exercise all the powers of the Corporation.  From time to time, the Board of Directors 

may delegate to officers of the Corporation such powers and duties as it may see fit in 

addition to those specifically provided in these Bylaws. 

 

  Section 2.1.2 – Reserved Powers  In addition to all general matters, the 

following powers or actions may be exercised, approved or undertaken by the 

Corporation: (i) Amendment of the Corporation’s Articles of Incorporation or Bylaws; 

(ii) changing the mission or purpose of the Corporation; and (iii) undertaking any 

extraordinary corporation action including, but not limited to, incurring of a single debt 
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with a principal sum of more than Fifty Thousand Dollars ($50,000) or transferring a 

substantial portion of the Corporation’s assets. 

 

Section 2.2 Composition and Tenure 

 

  There shall be no less than nine (9) and no more than twenty five (25) 

Directors.  Each Director shall hold office for a term of three (3) years and until a 

successor shall have been appointed and qualified. Terms will be staggered into three (3) 

classes so as to provide for an equal number of Directors at any given time with one, two 

and three years remaining in their respective terms. Directors are limited to two (2) 

consecutive terms.  

 

Section 2.3 Regular Meetings 

 

  A regular annual meeting of the Board of Directors shall be held each 

fiscal year of the Corporation, on a day, time, and place to be determined by the 

Directors.  Other meetings shall be held on such dates and at such times as may be 

designated from time to time by the Directors.  The Board of Directors shall keep minutes 

of its meetings and a full account of its transactions. 

 

Section 2.4 Special Meetings 

 

  Special meetings of the Board of Directors may be called by the President 

or by any two Directors. 

 

Section 2.5 Place of Meetings 

 

  The Board of Directors may hold its regular and special meetings at such 

place within or without the State of Maryland as it may from time to time determine.  In 

the absence of such determination, regular and special meetings of the Board of Directors 

shall be held at the principal business office of the Corporation. 

 

Section 2.6 Notice 

 

  Notice of the place, date and time of every regular and special meeting 

shall be given to each Director seven (7) days or more before the meeting by delivering 

the same to him/her via regular mail or electronically (i.e., e-mail) using the contact 

information on record with the Corporation. 

 

Section 2.7 Quorum 

 

  At any meeting of the Board, one-half of the directors shall constitute a 

quorum for the transaction of business. 
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Section 2.8 Vacancies 

 

  Any vacancy occurring in the Board of Directors or created by an increase 

in the number of Directors may be filled in the manner provided in Section 2.2 of this 

ARTICLE II.  A Director appointed to fill a vacancy shall be appointed for the unexpired 

term of the predecessor in office. 

 

Section 2.9 Removal 

 

  Any director of the Corporation shall be removed, with or without cause, 

by vote of a two-thirds majority of the entire Board of Directors at a meeting specially 

called for that purpose., Another Director may be appointed in the manner provided in 

Section 2.2 of this ARTICLE II.  The Director appointed in the place of the person so 

removed, shall serve for the unexpired term of the predecessor in office. 

 

Section 2.10 Compensation 

 

  Directors shall receive no compensation for their services as such but, by 

resolution of the Board of Directors, may be allowed reimbursement for their expenses 

actually and reasonably incurred on behalf of the Corporation. 

 

Section 2.11 Informal Action by Directors 

 

  Any action of the Directors may be taken without a meeting if a consent in 

writing setting forth the action taken is signed by all Directors and filed with the minutes 

of the Corporation. 

 

Section 2.12 Telephone Conference 

 

  The Board of Directors or any committee thereof may participate in a 

meeting of the Board or such committee by means of a conference telephone or similar 

electronic communications equipment by means of which all persons participating in the 

meetings can hear each other at the time and participation by such means shall constitute 

presence in person at the meeting. 

 

 

ARTICLE III - OFFICERS 

 

Section 3.1 Executive Officers 

 

The Board of Directors shall choose a Chairman from among the directors. 

The individual selected as Chairman of the Board of Directors shall also serve as 

President of the Corporation. The Board shall also choose a Vice President, Secretary, 

and Treasurer, and such other officers, as the need may arise, from its directors. Each 

such officer shall hold office until the annual meeting of the Board of Directors next 

succeeding his/her election, and until his/her successor shall have been duly chosen and 
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qualified, or until he/she shall have resigned or shall have been removed from office. Any 

vacancy in any of the above offices may be filled for the unexpired portion of the term by 

the Board of Directors at any meeting.  

 

Section 3.2 Chairman of the Board   

 

The Chairman of the Board of Directors shall preside at all meetings of the 

Board of Directors at which he/she shall be present; he/she may sign and execute, in the 

name of the Corporation, all authorized deeds, mortgages, bonds, contracts or other 

instruments, except in cases in which the signing and execution thereof shall have been 

expressly and exclusively delegated to some other officer or agent of the Corporation; 

and he/she may perform such other duties as, from time to time, may be assigned to 

him/her by the Board of Directors. 

 

Section 3.3 Secretary 

 

The Secretary shall keep the Minutes of the meetings of the Board of 

Directors in Books provided for the purpose; he/she shall see that all notices are duly 

given in accordance with the provisions of these By-Laws, or as may be required by law; 

he/she shall be the custodian of the records of the Corporation; he/she shall see that the 

corporate seal is affixed to all documents, the execution of which, on behalf of the 

Corporation, under its seal, is duly authorized, and when so affixed may attest the same; 

and, in general, he/she shall perform all duties incident or appropriate to the office of a 

secretary of a corporation, and such other duties, as from time to time, may be assigned to 

him/her by the Board of Directors or by the President.  

 

Section 3.4 Treasurer 

 

The Treasurer shall have charge of and be responsible for all funds, 

securities, receipts and disbursements of the Corporation, and shall deposit, or cause to be 

deposited, in the name of the Corporation, all monies or other valuable effects in such 

banks, trust companies or other depositories as shall, from time to time, be selected by the 

Board of Directors; he/she shall render to the Board of Directors, whenever requested, an 

account of the financial condition of the Corporation; and, in general, he/she shall 

perform all duties incident or appropriate to the office of a treasurer of a corporation, and 

such other duties as may be assigned to him/her by the Board of Directors. 

 The Board of Directors shall effectuate an annual audit of the Corporation’s fiscal 

affairs to be conducted by an independent certified public accountant. The Board of 

Directors of the Corporation shall be presented annually by the Treasurer, a report, 

verified by the President and Treasurer, showing the whole amount of real and personal 

property owned by it, where located, and where and how invested, the amount and nature 

of the property acquired during the twelve (12) months ended, immediately preceding the 

date of the report, and the manner of acquisition, the amount applied, appropriated, or 

expanded during the year immediately preceding such date, and the purposes, objects, or 

persons to or for which such applications, appropriations, or expenditures have been 

made. Such reports shall be filed with the records of the Corporation, and an abstract 
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thereof shall be entered in the minutes of the proceedings of the meeting. The time of this 

financial reporting of the Corporation’s officers to the Board of Directors shall coincide 

with the annual reporting of the Corporation’s finances to the Internal Revenue Service. 

 

Section 3.5 Subordinate Officers 

 

The Board of Directors, may, from time to time, appoint such subordinate 

officers as it may deem desirable. Each officer shall hold office for such period and 

perform such duties as the Board may prescribe. 

 

Section 3.6 Compensation 

 

  Officers may receive reasonable compensation for their services as such, 

as determined by the Board of Directors, and may, by resolution of the Board of 

Directors (which resolution may delegate to the President the authority to determine and 

implement reasonable expense reimbursement policies), be allowed reimbursement for 

their expenses, actually and reasonably incurred on behalf of the Corporation. 

 

Section 3.7 Removal 

 

  Any officer of the Corporation may be removed, with or without cause, by 

vote of a majority of the entire Board of Directors at a meeting called for that purpose.  

 

Section 3.8 Vacancies 

 

  The Board of Directors at any regular or special meeting shall have the 

power to fill a vacancy occurring in any office. 

 

Section 3.9 Legal Counsel 

 

  Legal Counsel of the Corporation may be appointed by, and shall serve at 

the pleasure of, the Board of Directors. 

 

 

ARTICLE IV - COMMITTEES 

 

Section 4.1 Establishment 

 

  The Board of Directors may by resolution provide for such standing or 

special committees, as it deems desirable and may discontinue the same at its pleasure.  

Each such committee shall have the powers and perform such duties not inconsistent with 

the law, the Corporation’s Articles of Incorporation, and these Bylaws, as may be 

assigned to any committee by the Board of Directors. 
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Section 4.2 Quorum 

 

  Unless otherwise provided in the resolution of the Board of Directors 

creating a committee, a majority of the members of such committee shall constitute a 

quorum and the act of a majority of the members present at a meeting at which a quorum 

is present shall be the act of the committee. 

 

Section 4.3 Rules 

 

  Each committee may adopt rules for its own government not inconsistent 

with the Articles of Incorporation, with these Bylaws, or with any applicable law. 

 

 

ARTICLE V – CONTRACTS, CHECKS, DEPOSITS AND GIFTS 

 

Section 5.1 Contracts 

 

  The Board of Directors may authorize any officer or officers, agent or 

agents of the Corporation, in addition to the officers so authorized by these Bylaws, to 

enter into any contract or execute and deliver any instrument in the name of and on behalf 

of the Corporation, and such authority may be general or confined to specific instances.  

 

Section 5.2 Checks, Drafts, Etc 

 

  All checks, drafts or orders for the payment of money, notes or other 

evidences of indebtedness issued in the name of the Corporation, shall be signed by such 

officers or officers, agent or agents of the Corporation, and in such manner as shall from 

time to time be determined by resolution of the Board of Directors. 

 

Section 5.3 Deposits 

 

  All funds of the Corporation shall be deposited from time to time to the 

credit of Corporation in such banks or other depositories as the Board of Directors may 

select. 

 

Section 5.4 Gifts  

 

  The Board of Directors may accept on behalf of the Corporation any 

contribution, gift, bequest or devise for the general purposes or for any special purpose of 

the Corporation.  
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ARTICLE VI – SUNDRY PROVISIONS 

 

Section 6.1 Fiscal Year 

 

  The fiscal year of the Corporation shall be the twelve (12) month period 

beginning July 1 and ending June 30, unless some other fiscal year shall be specified by 

resolution of the Board of Directors and approved by the Member.  

 

Section 6.2 Seal 

 

  The seal of the Corporation shall be circular in form with the name of the 

Corporation inscribed around the outer edge, and in the center shall be inscribed the 

world “Maryland” and the year of the incorporation.  In lieu of affixing the corporate seal 

to any document, it shall be sufficient to meet the requirements of any law, rule, or 

regulation relating to a corporate seal to affix the word “(SEAL)” adjacent to the 

signature of the authorized officer of the Corporation. 

 

Section 6.3 Indemnification 

 

  The Corporation shall indemnify each present and future director and 

officer of the Corporation (and his/her heirs, executors and administrators) against all 

expenses and liabilities reasonably incurred by him/her in connection with, or arising out 

of any action, suit or proceeding in which he/she may be involved by reason of his/her 

being or having been a director or officer of the Corporation (whether or not he/she 

continued to be a director or officer at the time of incurring such expenses or liabilities), 

such expenses and liabilities to include, but not to be limited to, judgments, court costs 

and attorneys’ fees and the cost of reasonable settlement. The Corporation shall not, 

however, indemnify such director or officer with respect to matters as to which he/she 

shall be finally adjudged in any such action, suit or proceeding to have been liable for 

willful default or negligence consisting of individual misfeasance or nonfeasance in the 

performance of his/her duties as such director or officer. In the event that a settlement or 

compromise is effected, indemnification may be had only if the Board of Directors shall 

have been furnished with an opinion of counsel for the Corporation to the effect that such 

settlement or compromise is in the best interest of the Corporation; and that such director 

or officer is not liable for willful default or negligence consisting of individual 

misfeasance or nonfeasance in the performance of his/her duties with respect to such 

matters and if the Board of Directors shall have adopted a resolution approving such 

settlement or compromise. The foregoing right of indemnification shall not be exclusive 

of other rights to which any director or officer may be entitled as a matter of law. 

 

Section 6.4 Amendments to Bylaws 

 

  These Bylaws may be altered, amended or repealed and new Bylaws may 

be adopted, by a majority of the entire Board of Directors, at any regular meeting or at 

any special meeting called for that purpose. 
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  I, William Gilmore, President of Baltimore Office of Promotion & The 

Arts (the “Corporation”), hereby certify that the foregoing constitutes all of the 

provisions of the Bylaws of the Corporation, as currently in effect. 

 

  IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I hereunto subscribe my name and affix the 

Seal of the Corporation this 29
th

 day of June, 2004. 

 

 

          (SEAL) 

      William B. Gilmore, President  

 

 

 

Amendments approved December 4, 2013 
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Sarah Gibbons 
Driven nonprofit professional seeking creative growth 
opportunity in Baltimore’s nonprofit sector. 
 
24 Piedmont Court 
Halethorpe, MD 21227 
(443) 632-8410 
sarahgibbonsbim@gmail.com 

SKILLS 

Neon CRM  

Creative problem-solving  

Grant writing and research 

Budgeting and fundraising  

Relationship building  

G Suite and MS Office 

Written and verbal communication 

Calendar management 

Event planning and production  

Collaboration and teamwork 

EXPERIENCE 

Believe in Music,  Baltimore, MD - Interim President 
OCTOBER 2015 - PRESENT 

Accomplishments:  

● Recruited as a volunteer assistant in 2013, and helped to expand 
Believe in Music from a foundation program to an independent 501c3 
organization in 2015.  

● Promoted to Development Director in 2016 and Vice President in 2018. 
Took on the role of Interim President during the pandemic to guide 
staff through successful completion of school year and summer 
programs. 

● Raised over $880,000 in the first four years of operation 
● Increased organizational revenue for three consecutive years between 

2016-2018 
● Special events planning and production assistance 

○ The organization held an annual fundraising event at Maryland 
Science Center for Halloween, which has sold out every year, 
2012 - 2019! 

○ Live youth music showcases at The Motor House 2017 - 2019 
○ Green Street Academy, live youth showcases: Meatless 

Monday Showcase 2017, Winter Talent Show 2019, Black 
History Month program 2020 

Responsibilities:  
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● Develop and implement a strategic fundraising plan 
● Conduct prospect research of foundations and corporations for 

funding and partnership opportunities 
● Maintain grants and donor database, regularly communicating with 

institutional funders and individual donors. 
● Plan and produce events that both engage the surrounding community 

authentically and aide in fundraising efforts. 
● Work closely with the Board of Directors to ensure daily activities work 

toward fulfillment of long-term goals and mission objectives 
● Provide the Board with periodic reports of the organization’s financial 

health 
● Engage with program staff in pursuit of development objectives 

Living Classroom Foundation  - Program Assistant, Believe in Music 
APRIL 2013 - OCTOBER 2015 

Responsibilities 

● Crafted internal and external communications on behalf of program 
● Manged communications and program calendar 
● Engaged in marketing and promotion for visibility and fundraising 
● Provided student support through homework help and creative writing 

tutoring 

Accomplishments 

● Special events planning and production assistance 
○ Sold-out event: Halloween at the Science Center 2013-2015  
○ Believe in Music Festival at Oregon Ridge Park in July 2014 
○ Worked the Believe in Music sponsored stage at All Good 

Music Festival in July 2015 

The Valley Inn  - Server/Shift Lead 
DECEMBER 2014 - JUNE 2015 

● Served and expedited food and beverages to guests.  
● Assisted in managing catering operations and events 
● Engaged in teamwork to maintain cleanliness and order of 

front-of-house 

Accomplishments 

● Sharpened capacity to think through solutions in a fast-paced 
environment 

● Implemented new team practices to enhance efficiency of 
front-of-house operations. 
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EDUCATION 

University of Baltimore, Baltimore, MD - M.S. Nonprofit 
Management/Social Entrepreneurship 
SEPTEMBER 2015 - DECEMBER 2017 

International nonprofit management track with social entrepreneurship 
capstone. 

Towson University, Towson, MD - B.S. Political Science 
SEPTEMBER 2011 - MAY 2013 

Concentrated on equitable public policies and urban government 

Harford Community College, Bel Air, MD - A.A. General Studies 
SEPTEMBER 2009 - MAY 2011 

General studies with a concentration in Political Science 

 

 

AWARDS & AFFILIATIONS 

● Graduated summa cum laude from University of Baltimore’s Public 
Affairs College in 2017 

● Completed White Womxn Anti Racism Alliance Fellowship in winter 
2019. 

● Member of the Association of Fundraising Professionals 
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FY 2022 MHAA Capital Grant Application
Instructions

FY2022 MARYLAND HERITAGE AREAS PROGRAM CAPITAL GRANT
APPLICATION

Application Deadline (online submission):
11:59 pm on your local heritage area's deadline (see page 18 of the Grant

Guidelines).

The Maryland Heritage Areas Program Capital Grant promotes
acquisition, development (construction), rehabilitation, and restoration
projects that support and create heritage tourism infrastructure within the 13
Certified Heritage Areas.

Please read the following instructions before beginning your
application:

• This grant application is for capital projects, i.e. projects relating to
construction activities.

• Funds awarded in this application round will be available no sooner than
July 8, 2021.

• Please review the program guidelines before beginning your grant
application. The guidelines contain important information about grant
amounts, project selection criteria, matching requirements, eligible
costs, eligible applicants, and project timeline.

• We strongly recommend that you contact your local heritage area
staff before applying to be sure your project is eligible and to obtain
appropriate guidance.

• The grant application must be submitted online with all attachments by
11:59 p.m. on your local heritage area's deadline (see the Grant
Guidelines).

• Please note that all questions with a red asterisk (*) require answers.
You will not be allowed to submit your application without first
answering these questions, or uploading the required documents.

• When you have submitted your application successfully, you will see a
confirmation message on the screen, and you will receive a confirmation
e-mail.

Notes on completing the online application:

• Please review the "Quick Start" guide available HERE before beginning
your grant application. This document will give you valuable tips on how
to use the online application system.

• For assistance with the online application process, please contact
andrew.arvizu@maryland.gov

• To request accommodations for individuals with disabilities, please
contact Ennis Smith at ennis.smith@maryland.gov or 410-697-9555. We
will do our best to provide alternative forms of application materials and
resources.

MHAA Program Areas of Focus
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MHAA has three main areas of focus. Please make sure that your
application addresses how your projects aligns with these three
areas:

• Developing Heritage Tourism Product
• Building Partnerships
• Sustaining Regional Identity

You can find more about the areas of focus and the overall goals of the
Maryland Heritage Areas Program in our strategic plan, which can be found
HERE.

Overview
Organization Name
Baltimore Office of Promotion & The Arts, Inc.

Grant Project Title
The project title should refer to the property and specific activity for which
funding is being requested.
Bromo Seltzer Arts Tower Development and Rehabilitation

Acknowledgement
Please click this box to indicate that you have read and understand
the guidelines, available HERE.
Yes

Project Design

Project Design
Grant Project Summary and Importance
Briefly describe the work that this grant (and matching funds) will support,
what impact this project will have, and why this project is urgent. This
description will be used to introduce the review panel to your project. (Word
limit: 150)
Located at 21 S. Eutaw Street in the heart of downtown Baltimore, The
Bromo Seltzer Arts Tower is the most beloved icon of the Baltimore City
skyline and the centerpiece of the Bromo Arts & Entertainment District. The
rehabilitation of the Bromo Seltzer Arts Tower is amidst the second phase of
restoration. Under this project, the exterior brick and clay tile, mortar,
roofing, cupola, and balconies will all be restored within the guidelines of the
National Register for Historic Places, the 1911 Seth Thomas Tower Clock will
be restored to its original, gravity-driven functionality, and new exterior
lighting will be added to draw visibility to this iconic Baltimore landmark.

Finishing these repairs in a timely fashion will ensure the Tower’s safety and
optimize accessibility for resident artists, staff, and visitors. BOPA can easily
manage this project to help bring residents and tourists back together at
Bromo Arts Tower.
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Comprehensive Project Description
Describe the overall project, including past and future phases of work as well
as work funded through other sources. (Word limit: 300)
Owned by the city and managed by BOPA, renovations fall on BOPA to
coordinate and finance. Renovations completed in 2007 and 2017 improved
access and use. Work for Phase II of rehabilitation was progressing steadily
until 2018. Because of BOPA’s ever-expanding fundraising responsibilities,
BOPA lacked the funds needed to finish the project. Up to that point,
restoration of the cupola was complete, tens of thousands of dollars of
masonry work remain on the 19th and 20th floors. The balconies were
reinforced previously, but critical damage was discovered, which set the
project back significantly. New stone copings and single-ply membrane were
installed on all floors. Stone brackets were inspected and repaired.

Emergency netting must be applied to the outside of the building to secure
loose terra cotta brick before additional repairs can continue. Scaffolding will
also need to go up right away, which is a significant expense. Future work
will involve finishing masonry repairs, replacing the roof above the 19th floor,
and updating necessary cathodic protection—electrical pulses that prevent
rust from forming on steel. When the steel frame rusts, the terra cotta brick
expands, allowing water damage to affect the Tower.

A lighting upgrade will include: existing halogen lighting removed and
replaced with roof-mounted color changing LED system to light the underside
of the cupola. Environmentally sensitive, color changing LED system will be
placed in clock room to back light clock features.

Repair and restoration of the 1911 Tower Clock will include: disassembly and
cleaning, replicating double three legged gravity escapement, cast and
machine fourth wheel assembly, construction of new dial shafts, fabrication
and installation eight new hands; remove motor and restore to original
pendulum operation.

Future phases of work will involve ongoing maintenance of the Tower repairs
described herein.
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What will be the results of this project? What tangible and intangible
deliverables do you anticipate?
For tangible deliverables, specify the anticipated number of products, i.e. 12
restored windows, 1,500 square feet of exhibits, 5,000 brochures; for
intangible deliverables, provide estimates, i.e. 500 new visitors, 150 new
interactions with the public, 750 additional page views on your website.
Masonry repairs at the 19th Floor, considered to be highest priority.
1.Remediate/ Repair interior steel shelf angle and damaged brick above
arches (NEW)
2.Repair cracks in the Brick Corbel (NEW)
3. Repair Interior Column Cracks (NEW)
4. Replace Concrete Ceiling at repair locations
5. Clean and repaint spiral stair, metal door, roof hatch, and metal supports
on the 19th floor
6. Electrical: new power wiring and raceway to 19th Floor, new raceway
around columns for cathodic protection, and the connection and start-up/
calibration of cathodic protection
7. Replace 19th Floor Roof (to be completed after scaffold is removed)
8. Repair the 19th concrete deck floor and upgrade drainage scuppers at
19th floor

Masonry Repair above the 20th Floor
1. Perform Masonry Reconstruction /Restoration
2. Flash metal pan gutter at Upper roof
3. Repair of Cracks in 1935 (New) Construction (INCREASE)
4. Repair of brick coursing showing a vertical displacement (NEW) 5. Repair /
Weatherization of through wall 1” slate (NEW)

Other Work Items (Below 19th Floor) - requires mast climber
1. Repair 19th floor brick battlements and concrete at parapet wall
2. Remove existing metal neon sign framing, masonry cleaning & repair at
sign framing
3. Masonry reconstruction / restoration / cleaning of the terra cotta clock
face and surrounding brick
4. Remove clock glazing, restore and repaint clock face, repair broken clock
glass, reglaze clock face
5. Perform masonry restoration and cleaning from the ground to 16th floor.
6. Remove and replace sealant at all windows
7. Repair stucco exterior
8. North Elevation - Bulges in Building Façade
9. Repair Water Table at North-East Corner
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10. Repair Vertical Crack at North-East Corner (Previously Repaired) with
new crack (NEW)

Key Steps and Timeline
List the steps you will take to complete the project, and projected dates
when you will do them. Include other phases (identified as outside the grant
period) if applicable. Remember that the work funded by this grant and
match may not start prior to July 8, 2021 and should be completed no more
than two years from the project start date.
Azola, Inc. expects to continually uncover damage to the roof and brick
siding as the project progresses, which has historically been the case. The
emergency masonry and roofing repairs should take approximately two
months, with the remaining deliverables occurring as additional funding
becomes available.

July 2021 - Emergency netting and terra cotta repair to stabilize roof and
side of structure

August 2021 - Begin cathodic protection

October 2021 – Target for finishing cathodic protection and most urgent
masonry repairs listed above.

Winter 2021 – Target for completion of roof repairs and masonry above the
20th floor.

Spring 2022 – Target to begin work on clock restoration and other work
items.

Summer 2022 – Leverage BOPA's resources to increase available funding for
remaining repairs.

Fall 2022 - target to complete above-outlined deliverables, given no
additional repairs arise.

July 2023 – Conclusion of grant period and desired date of completion
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Budget

Project Budget

• The project budget is an important aspect of your grant
application, and it is necessary for you to review the grant
guidelines in order to fill out your budget correctly.

• Please note that ALL applicants are REQUIRED to provide a
dollar-for-dollar match to the grant, using any combination of
cash and in-kind match sources.

• All match MUST be from non-state sources and must be
expended during the grant period, which will commence no
earlier than July 8, 2021.

• Before completing the budget fields below on this page,
complete your detailed budget using the Excel spreadsheet
which you can download and complete by clicking HERE.You
must use this form.

• You will use the numbers from the Excel spreadsheet to fill out
the fields below, on this page.

• For a sample budget, please see page 19-21 of the FY 2022
MHAA Grant Guidelines for Project Grants.

Detailed Project Budget
Provide a detailed project budget, showing how the grant funds and
match will be expended. The required form is available HERE.
Once you have completed the project budget, upload it here as an
Excel file.
Remember, the more detail and line items you can include, the
better. Please do not upload a budget with just one line item. Break
it down into specific deliverables and costs.
Grants_MHAA_BudgetDetail 030521 FINAL.xls

Grant Funds Requested
Grant Funds Requested
The maximum amount you can request for an MHAA Capital Grant project is
$100,000.
The minimum is $5,000.
Round up to the nearest dollar.
The amount you request will be dependent on how much match you will be
able to provide.
80000

Matching Funds
Total Required Match (non-state sources)
What is the dollar value of the match funds (cash and in-kind) that your
organization will provide for your required match?
Please note that your organization must match MHAA funds dollar-for-dollar.
This means if you request a $5,000 grant, your organization must commit to
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spending an additional $5,000 on the project using non-state sources of
funds.
This match may be "in-kind," meaning it may consist of volunteer hours you
plan to spend on the project (currently valued at $29.51 per hour) and the
documented value of donated services and materials.
All match must be spent after the grant is awarded.
80000

Other Project Costs (non-state sources)
Many projects cost far more than the requested amount and the required
match. In order to understand the full cost of the project, we ask that you
list the additional project costs as well. So if the total project is going to cost
$200,000, and you are requesting a grant of $50,000, with a proposed
$50,000 match, the Other Project Costs would be $100,000.
Leveraging more than the required one-to-one match is NOT a
requirement and will not mean that your project is more likely to be
funded.
151619.60

Upload documentation of your match here.
If you have documentation showing that your match is in-hand or
committed, please upload that here.

List the source(s) of all non-state matching funds you are including
in your proposed project costs. Please indicate if the funds and
support are in-hand, committed, or not yet available.
Preservation Maryland Grant Program $7,500 proposed

Private Foundations proposed*
Nora Roberts Foundation
Andy Warhol Foundation
Weinberg Foundation
France-Merrick Foundation
*varying funding amounts depending on alignment of grant priorities and
funding available

Various large corporate sources in BOPA’s partnership network such as Visit
Baltimore, RadioOne,

Propose City of Baltimore for permits, and insurance from BOPA provided.

Total State Funds Already Committed
Please note that any Maryland state funds committed to your project should
not be included in your total match and leverage listed above.
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List them separately here, and make sure they are in the "Other Projects
Costs" column of your attached budget.
0

Describe any state funds that are already committed for this project.
Other state funds may not be part of the match for this grant, but they may
be a significant source of other funds for your project.
N/A

Budget Comments
Provide any additional details about your budget line items that you
would like share with grant reviewers.

Please upload any supporting documentation for your budget (e.g.
estimates, correspondence containing pricing options, list prices for
items described in the budget).
If you need to upload multiple documents, you can upload the first document
here, and any others on the Attachments page.
20-0814 Bromo Tower - Grant Repairs-Budget (1).pdf

Ongoing Maintenance
How will ongoing maintenance costs be paid for in future years (if
applicable)?
The Project Director asserts that 70% of all repairs planned for this project
have a lifespan of 100 years. BOPA understands that the other 30% will
require ongoing maintenance. Embedded fundraising infrastructure allows for
restoration funds to be established. These grants funds will be a catalyst to
move this project forward on a continual basis. BOPA continues to work
toward securing funds for the Bromo Tower repairs through city, state and
federal funding, along with the support from local foundations and
individuals. The organization will leverage this grant to solicit more funds,
with the long-term goal of establishing an endowment that supports ongoing
repairs for this historic building.
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Property Information

Property Information
Property Name
Name of the property where the project will take place. If the property does
not have a name, you can list the address.
Bromo Seltzer Arts Tower

Other Property Name(s), if any
Emerson Bromo-Seltzer Tower

Address of Project Property
21 S. Eutaw Street
Baltimore, MD 21201

In which county is the project located?
Select only one.
Baltimore City

Significance and Use
Briefly discuss the property's historical significance, significance for
community groups, if applicable, and how the property is used/will be used.
The Emerson Bromo Seltzer Tower is a historic landmark, listed on the
National Register of Historic Places since 1973. The Tower provides working
space for local artists and opens its doors to the community as a place where
creativity is celebrated and shared. The Tower was donated to Baltimore City
on the condition that it would be preserved. In 2006, the City entered a
perpetually renewing contractual agreement with a third party LLC developed
for the Bromo Tower to fund the utilities and maintenance of the Tower.

The Bromo Seltzer Arts Tour brings a wealth of history to Baltimore City
while providing access to arts and culture to visitors and tourists. The Bromo
Tower has been a staple in the Baltimore skyline for decades and is situated
near the downtown Inner Harbor, while residing in an official arts district
named after the iconic building: the Bromo Seltzer Arts and Entertainment
District. With this capital project, the building will be able to better
accommodate a wider range of programming, providing more service for
heritage tourism and the city residents interested in cultural heritage
landmarks and programming. Overall, this building is integral to the heritage
landscape of the city, helping to promote tourism for the City of Baltimore
and state of Maryland by offering such a unique experience to anyone who
visits. Baltimore City has grappled with the global pandemic for almost a
year, and is in need of both creative healing processes and cultural
engagement to revive hope and positivity for residents and tourists alike.
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Is the property historically designated, or in a designated area?
Check all that apply.
Local Historic District
Local Historic Landmark
National Register Historic District

If the property is inventoried in the Maryland Inventory of Historic
Properties (MIHP), please indicate its MIHP number.
You can look up your property using Medusa, Maryland Historical Trust
(MHT)'s Cultural Resource Information System, which is available here.
B-38
Does the Maryland Historical Trust (MHT) hold an easement on the
property?
If yes, check the box.

Approval of Change to Easement Property
If the project property is protected by a preservation easement held by MHT,
and if you have already received from MHT a determination concerning the
proposed grant-funded work, please upload the MHT determination letter
here.

Property Owner
Tax Account Identifier
Look up your property tax identifier number in SDAT by clicking here. You
may also call SDAT at 410-767-1184.
90-0091850

Legal Name and Address of Property Owner or Owner Entity
BROMO SELTZER ARTS TOWER LLC
C/O BALTIMORE OFFICE OF PROMOTION & THE ARTS
10 E BALTIMORE ST.
10 FL
BALTIMORE, MD 21202

Relationship of Property Owner to Grant Applicant Organization
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If property owner and grant applicant are the same, state "Same". If
property owner and grant applicant are not the same, explain the
relationship.
Bromo Seltzer Arts Tower, LLC holds a long-term lease on the property from
City of Baltimore. The terms included the ability to act in an ownership
capacity for both ongoing operations and special projects. Contract included
in attachments.

Property Owner Consent
Upload a letter from the property owner indicating consent to the project.
The letter must be submitted even if applicant and property owner are the
same. Failure to submit the required letter using the required language will
result in your application being ineligible for funding. A sample letter can be
found in the grant guidelines HERE.
consent letter Applegarth BSATLLC.pdf

Urgency

Urgency
Is this project urgent?
Why does this project need to proceed at this time? What will happen if it
does not? What part of the project needs to be completed most urgently?
Outstanding repairs produce liability to visitors and staff. Roof and masonry
repairs for the 19th floor are the most imminent. Some of the terra cotta
brick are still at risk of falling off the side. Much of Phase II of this project
was complete over the past decade, however crucial updates are required.
The costs of simply securing the building with emergency netting and
scaffolding could exceed $50,000

The original scope of work has expanded, as certain repairs to make the
building immediately safe. Time-sensitive work has unfortunately been put
on hold since 2018. As a nonprofit organization that is raising funding for
festivals, events, and programs across Baltimore City, our capacity to raise
funds expands far beyond the capital needs of the Bromo Tower. When
urgent funds are needed, this adds an extreme amount of pressure onto
BOPA and the development team to find additional funds to cover these
important expenses.

BOPA has engaged in strategic planning which highlighted our historic
facilities as powerful assets for community development, tourism
development, partnership programming, storytelling platforms, and more. A
target has been set to open Bromo Arts Tower to the general public this
summer, which creates an urgency for these repairs.

This project is also aligned with urgent priorities for Baltimore City to safely
increase tourism numbers, in a sociopolitical environment characterized by
the pandemic. Baltimore’s reputation has suffered in recent years; coupled
with dwindling tourism, the City needs infrastructure and aesthetic
improvement to fight blight. This project is a microcosm for people-center
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community development that is necessary across Baltimore’s diverse
neighborhoods.

Impact

Impact
How will completing this project accomplish the goals and objectives
of your heritage area?
You are encouraged to cite specific sections of your local heritage area's
planning documents.
Baltimore National Heritage Area (BNHA) identified five issue areas to which
they attached goals and objectives in their most recent Comprehensive
Management Plan.

Interpretation – BOPA and (BNHA) both effectively coordinate & collaborate a
diverse range of contributors to Baltimore’s rich history and culture. BOPA is
working to amplify the voices of Black historical figures and elevate African-
American cultural narratives.

Stewardship – Like BNHA, BOPA strengthens a network of organizations
through technical support, grant programs, and professional development.
Bromo Arts Tower is an invaluable hub for programming, exhibitions, and
collaborations.

Heritage Tourism Development—Bromo Arts Tower is essential to Baltimore
heritage tourism landscape. Tourists get a 360 view of Baltimore from the
balconies. Restoring this building to an enhanced capacity than was ever
imagined will draw even more visitors back to our City, which is essential
after almost a year of most buildings being closed to the general public.

Neighborhoods—Build up Bromo District and surrounding neighborhoods—
just outside downtown. Downtown area is subject to an unfair reputation for
becoming dangerous when it is crowded. Enhancing the Bromo Arts Tower
will serve as a catalyst for neighborhood improvements. Public art and
programming has been shown to revitalize neighborhoods and cultivate
community.
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Management—BOPA is working to enhance accountability procedures in
alignment with recently elected Baltimore Mayor Scott’s goals. This iterative
strategic planning process has already emphasized the power of
neighborhoods to maintain cultural engagement throughout the pandemic.
Like BNHA, BOPA is engaging consultants to establish long-term, diversified
development strategy.

Describe how this project will address one or more of the Maryland
Heritage Area's Program's three areas of focus.
The three areas of focus are: Developing Heritage Tourism Product; Building
Partnerships; and Sustaining Regional Identity. You can find more about the
areas of focus and the overall goals of the Maryland Heritage Areas Program
in our strategic plan, which can be found HERE.
Rehabilitating and restoring the Bromo Arts Tower to its full potential covers
all three areas of focus for Maryland Heritage Area’s Program. Full alignment
is detailed below.

Developing Heritage Tourism Product—Bromo is often one of the first
landmarks that tourists visit when they come to Baltimore City, due to the
extensive view of the City from the Tower’s 15th floor. The clock tower is a
staple of Baltimore City’s skyline. Rehabilitating Bromo Arts Tower aligns with
MHAA’s stated goal to "preserve and adapt” historic facilities.

Building Partnerships—BOPA cultivates individual partnerships at Bromo by
maintaining space for artist studios and gallery exhibitions. At its full
potential, Bromo Arts Tower will host interorganizational programming and
serve as a hub for creative engagement across sectors.

Sustaining Regional Identity—by elevating Bromo Arts Tower as a cultural
hub, BOPA maintains the historical character and heritage of Baltimore City.
Residents celebrate the importance of Baltimore history to American culture,
and BOPA works to amplify that positive reputation and create a more
uplifting narrative about living here.

Does your project address diverse or inclusive historical narratives?
If so, please provide details.
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We are particularly interested in supporting projects that will highlight under-
told narratives about Maryland's past. Some examples include the history
and cultural traditions of African Americans, Native Americans, Asian
Americans, Latinos, immigrants, women, LGBTQ communities, or people with
disabilities.
Bromo Arts Tower is currently featuring two exhibitions related to “Walking
forward, looking back,” a practice-based project utilizing a journey through
the landscape. Artist Carol Maurer walks from her ancestral home on the
Eastern Shore of Maryland through Delaware to Chester County PA, collecting
stories, photos, memories and objects along the route. Rediscovering
histories – both true and false. The journey began as a way to experientially
confront her responsibility as a descendant of enslavers and slowly weaves
into a meditation on the time, tempos, conversations and understandings
walking can make space for.

Maurer produced 11 knitted pieces featuring the names of individuals who
were enslaved by her ancestors; these hand-stitched pieces are on display at
Bromo Arts Tower museum room and can be viewed online. The other
component of Maurer’s exhibit are a display of the aforementioned
photographs, postcards sent by her ancestors who enslaved people, and
records indicating her ancestors filed for lost property rights after
Emancipation.

The exhibit is a powerful reminder for white Americans to honor both the
light and darkness of their family’s histories. Maurer highlights publicly
available historical records that help descendants of enslaved people identify
their ancestors, offering a branch to their larger family tree. Because so
much of American history has been told through a filtered lens from a
privileged position, Maurer used her artistic platform to connect African-
Americans to their heritage and true family history. She wants to feature
artwork and tell the stories of living descendants her project exposes.

Access & Outreach

Access and Outreach
Describe the anticipated benefits of your completed project for
tourists, k-12 students, and/or local community members.
The faster construction is complete, the sooner BOPA can bring tourists back
to this historic national landmark.

Millions see the Tower every year, in person and through various forms of
media. It is used in nearly every promotional campaign highlighting the City.
Attendance is drawn from both locals and visitors to Downtown Baltimore;
according to Downtown Partnership, Downtown is the fastest growing
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residential area in Baltimore with 40,246 residents, and 22.3 million visitors.
The tower currently provides nearly 30 studios for local artists and opens its
doors to the community as a place where creativity is celebrated and history
is explored. Bromo is fully-functioning work space for Baltimore's creative
economy.

The Bromo Seltzer Arts Tower is the visual centerpiece and icon of the newly
designated Bromo Arts and Entertainment District, one of three such districts
in Baltimore City receiving special tax and grant incentives. The Bromo A & E
district leverages arts activities to draw the public to local shopping and
dining destinations. Since the first phase of restorations, economic activity
has significantly increased and positive momentum is building in the area
due to the recently-relocated Everyman Theatre, the restored France-Merrick
Performing Arts Center’s Hippodrome Theater, along with more than 30 other
cultural institutions joining together to create a critical mass within the A&E
District. Façade restorations will improve the visual appeal of this landmark,
and new lighting in particular will help draw increased visibility and a
stronger sense of place-making to the area.

What provisions exist or will be made for physical or programmatic
access by individuals with disabilities?
For physical access, there is an elevator to reach all floors of the Tower.
BOPA plans to enhance its physical accessibility with a new handicap door
once the vital construction needs detailed in this proposal are addressed.
Facilities staff currently have both paper and digital materials to view at
Bromo, appealing to all ability and capacity levels.

How will you ensure that your intended audiences will learn about
your site or project?
How are you making information available about the history of the site or
resource? Do you have a website? How will public inquiries or tour requests
be handled? How will brochures or informational materials be distributed?
While MHAA project grant funds are not permitted to directly support
marketing materials and activities, applicants are encouraged to include
marketing costs for the project as part of their matching contribution, if
applicable.
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BOPA’s strategic planning process has yielded important information about
how the organization can target specific audiences for its unique facilities. A
silver lining of this global pandemic is that BOPA, like so many nonprofits,
were forced to more heavily rely on technology that had the impact of
quantifying marketing and outreach outcomes. Facilities staff were the first
to produce audio/visual content on behalf of BOPA, reaching a diverse range
of audiences.

BOPA will leverage this grant and its partnership network, to further enhance
its marketing initiatives. Knowing more about the particular audiences who
visit Bromo Tower—those interested in the history, heritage, and
programming potential of the building— BOPA can do targeted investments
to increase visibility.

What is the annual visitation at your site?
This can include physical visitation numbers, special events, and virtual
visitors.
Before the pandemic, Bromo Tower enjoyed a three-year average of over
11,800 annual visitors.

Open Studio Tours at Bromo have enjoyed hundreds of virtual visitors; BOPA
plans to track virtual visitors better in 2021.

Over 600 visitors signed on to Bromo's virtual tour, produced by BOPA's
Facilities team in partnership with AIA Baltimore & Baltimore Architecture
Foundation. The video has been viewed almost 200 times since being posted
to YouTube.

What hours per day, days per week, and months per year will the
project / property be open to the public?
If the project will not be open regular hours, please indicate how access will
be made available.
Virtual tours available 24/7 on Bromo Arts Tower website. The Tower will be
open for public tours every Saturday from 8am – 4pm, beginning on
Memorial Day 2021.

What amenities are or will be available to the public at the property?
This includes restrooms, water, parking, interpretation (guided tours, self-
guided tours, signage, brochures), etc.
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Visitors enjoy access to nearby parking, public restrooms, hand sanitizing
stations, and interpretation

Open studio and self-guided tours will resume when a vaccine for COVID is
more equitably distributed. Tours of the clock room will be handled more
closely due to close quarters.

Project Mgmt

Project Management
Why is your organization qualified to complete this grant project?
Discuss -- if applicable -- any similar projects you have completed in the
past, previous grants you have managed, and/or longstanding connections
you have with communities and partner organizations that have positioned
you to complete this project.
BOPA has been raising capital to restore and revitalize the Bromo Arts Tower
for over a decade. The organization’s facilities have a positive reputation in
their respective neighborhoods for drawing large crowd of out-of-town
visitors. The Emerson Bromo-Seltzer Tower was abandoned by the city in
2002, but in early 2007 the Baltimore Office of Promotion and the Arts began
renovations to transform the building into artists' studios. Numerous
improvements were made to the interior of the building, including upgrades
to heating and air conditioning, as well as the addition of a second staircase
to bring the facility up to safety code. Now, exterior renovations must begin
in order to maintain the building’s appearance, stop deterioration, ensure
safety, and better promote this iconic Baltimore landmark.

Your Organization's Administrative Capability and Areas of Expertise
Identify any key individuals within the applicant organization (staff,
board members, or volunteers) who will be involved in the
implementation of this project, in addition to the primary contact
identified on the "Applicant" tab.
Include the name, title, areas of expertise, and the role they will play for
each person listed. Please attach any relevant resumes, CVs, and/or bios on
the Attachments Tab of this application.
Areas of expertise for BOPA Facilities staff, led by Director Annie Applegarth,
include facility maintenance and contract management, program
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implementation, decades of experience managing projects with multiple
partners that span industries and economic sectors.

Donna Drew Sawyer, Chief Executive Officer

Donna oversees all departments of BOPA, including Finance, Operations,
External Affairs, while acting as the liaison to the Mayor’s Office and the
Board of Trustees. With a staff of over 50 employees and a comprehensive
budget of approximately $10 million, Donna leads the overarching arts and
cultural efforts for the City of Baltimore. Her expertise spans from marketing
and communications to arts administration. She will perform financial
oversight on the project, report on its progress to the Board of Directors,
raise funds to complete the project and maintain Bromo Arts Tower beyond
the terms of this grant.

Annie Applegarth, Director of Facilities, expertise includes all aspects of
building management including maintenance, restoration, and rentals; and of
staging large events that included budgeting, concessions, legal
documentation, contract negotiations, insurance, and working with outside
promoters.) She also has extensive experience in managing large staffs (of
both permanent and temporary employees) and in fundraising.

Consultants and Partners
Identify any key individuals outside of the applicant organization
who were consulted in the development of this grant application or
who will be involved in this project (i.e. contractors, consultants or
partners).
Include the name, title, company name, and the role they will play. Please
note that you may be required to solicit 2-3 written bids before selecting a
contractor (see pages 8-9 of the MHAA Grants Manual for details).
BOPA has and will continue to work with Tony Azola and the Azola Building
Rehab contractors for the Bromo Seltzer Arts Tower renovation and repairs.
They have generously worked with the BOPA and Bromo Tower teams to
ensure that repairs are done right, while implementing preventative
measures to avoid future repairs. Their expertise and dedication to this
project speaks volumes of their commitment to the Bromo Tower and its
presence in the Baltimore cityscape.

Tony Azola, President and Project Manager on behalf of contractor.
Responsible for subcontracting and keeping project on track.

Martin Azola, Chairman & CEO of Azola, Inc. Provides financial oversight for
Azola.
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Upload the resume, CV, or bio of the key partner or consultant you
will be working with.
You may upload additional resumes, CVs, or bios of team members on the
Attachments page.

Special Cases - DNR and K-12

Projects on DNR Property
If your application is for a project that will take place on Maryland
Department of Natural Resources property, you must obtain
permission from DNR for the proposed project. Please upload your
approval letter from DNR. If you have not yet received approval,
upload your request form that was submitted to DNR.
A blank form and instructions can be found in the Grant Guidelines, available
HERE.

Education Projects
If your application is for a Pre-K - 12 education project, please
provide documentation that you have consulted with either the
Maryland State Department of Education and/or your local school
system on this project.
In most cases, this documentation should consist of a letter from your local
county school system or systems.

Applicant

Applicant Organization
Legal Name
The name provided must match EXACTLY the legal name as registered with
the Maryland State Department of Assessments and Taxation (SDAT). You
can check your organization's legal name by clicking HERE.
Baltimore Office of Promotion & The Arts, Inc.

Organization Type
nonprofit organization

Tax ID / Federal Employer Identification Number (EIN)
For non-profit organizations and government agencies, this is generally a 9-
digit number, e.g. 52-1234567.
90-0091850

Mailing Address
10 E. Baltimore Street, 10th Floor
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City
Baltimore

State
MD

Zip Code
21202

Website Address
http://www.promotionandarts.org

Organizational Documents
Non-profit organizations must upload copies of their organizational
documents. For most organizations this will include the filed Articles of
Incorporation, Bylaws, and an IRS determination letter. Government
entities do not need to upload organizational documents.
You may upload one document in each upload box. If you need to upload
additional documents, you may add them on the Attachments page at the
end of the application. If you have uploaded these documents as part of a
recent grant application, MHAA will already have your documents on file.

Upload your Articles of Incorporation here.
BOPA - Articles of Incorporation.pdf

Bylaws
Upload your organization's bylaws here.
BOPA - By-Laws - includes 2013 approved amendments.pdf

Proof of Non-Profit Status
Upload a copy of the Determination Letter from the Internal Revenue
Service.
BOPA IRS Letter (1).pdf

Project Contact Person
This is the person who will receive all correspondence, notifications
and reminders regarding the grant. You will have an opportunity to
provide the contact information for a grant writer (if applicable), below.

Prefix
Ms.

First Name
Sarah

Last Name
Gibbons

Title
Grants Manager

Contact Address
10 E. Baltimore St.
Floor 10

City
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Baltimore

State
MD

Zip Code
21202

Contact Phone
4435290403

Extension

E-mail
bopagrants@promotionandarts.org

Please upload a resume for the primary contact.
If you have already uploaded the resume elsewhere in the application, you
do not need to upload it again.
Gibbons Resume BOPA 2020.pdf

Request Type/Status
Contributions-Grant-Full Application Received

Type of Support
Capital

Program Area
MHAA-Capital

Fund
State Fund

Record Type
Organization

Staff
JRUFFNER

Release

Release and Consent
MHT/MHAA regularly shares information about projects that have received
grant funding. Application materials, including photographs, maps, text,
graphics, and forms may be used by MHT/MHAA for non-profit purposes
including, but not limited to, education and publicity via printed material,
television broadcasts, and internet postings. MHT/MHAA does NOT share
applicants' financial information unless required to do so by law.

Photographs of the project which have been taken by MHT staff may also be
made available to the public.

In rare cases, application information may be requested under Maryland's
Access to Public Records Act (the "Act").

By executing this release and consent, I hereby consent to the publication of
photographs and other application materials relating to the Project for which
I have received financial assistance, and I hereby authorize MHT/MHAA to
print, publish or post pictures of the Project and to make application
materials available to the public.
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If you consider information in this application confidential and do not want it
made available to the public, please indicate your objections in writing and
upload your letter below.

Upload your letter of objection, if applicable, here.

I have read and understand that, by not attaching an objection in
writing, I have consented to public use of information in this
application and a waiver of any rights I may have under the Act.
Do not check the box if you have uploaded a letter of objection.
Yes

Legal Authorization
I certify that all the information contained in this application is true
and accurate and that I am legally authorized to submit this
application on behalf of the applicant organization.
Yes

Full Name of Legally Authorized Submitter
This must be someone legally authorized to sign for your organization.
Donna Drew-Sawyer

Attachments

Title File Name
Terms of Long Terms
Lease BSAT and City of
Baltimore

bromo lease terms with
city of baltimore.pdf

Overview of Repairs of
Phase II for Bromo
Rehabilitation

Bromo Phase II Overview
(1).pdf

Photos of Masonry
Damage at Bromo Arts
Tower

Photos of Bromo Tower -
Roof and Masonry Repairs
Needed.pdf

National Historical
Record of Bromo

Historical Record of Bromo
Tower B-38.pdf

BOPA Project Director
Applegarth CV

Applegarth BOPA CV
2020.pdf

Illustrated Scope of
Work by Azola

Bromo-Illustrated
Scope_Comp-Future
R1.pdf

Most Urgent
Emergency Repairs
Detailed

17-1201 Bromo N Face
Emergency RepairR2.pdf

Past work completed,
future work detailed

21-0304 Bromo Exterior
Restoration Comp-
Future.pdf
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Baltimore Office of Promotion and the Arts
Bromo Seltzer Arts Tower Development and Rehabilitation

Request:  $80,000.00 Baltimore National
Total Match:  $80,000.00 Baltimore City

Baltimore Office of Promotion and the Arts - Bromo Seltzer Arts Tower Development and Rehabilitation 
- Page 1

PROJECT TITLE: Bromo Seltzer Arts Tower Development and Rehabilitation

PROJECT SUMMARY:

Located at 21 S. Eutaw Street in the heart of downtown Baltimore, The Bromo Seltzer Arts Tower is the 
most beloved icon of the Baltimore City skyline and the centerpiece of the Bromo Arts & Entertainment 
District. The rehabilitation of the Bromo Seltzer Arts Tower is amidst the second phase of restoration. 
Under this project, the exterior brick and clay tile, mortar, roofing, cupola, and balconies will all be 
restored within the guidelines of the National Register for Historic Places, the 1911 Seth Thomas Tower 
Clock will be restored to its original, gravity-driven functionality, and new exterior lighting will be added 
to draw visibility to this iconic Baltimore landmark. 

Finishing these repairs in a timely fashion will ensure the Tower’s safety and optimize accessibility for 
resident artists, staff, and visitors. BOPA can easily manage this project to help bring residents and 
tourists back together at Bromo Arts Tower.

PROJECT DESCRIPTION:

Comprehensive Project Description

Owned by the city and managed by BOPA, renovations fall on BOPA to coordinate and finance. 
Renovations completed in 2007 and 2017 improved access and use. Work for Phase II of rehabilitation 
was progressing steadily until 2018. Because of BOPA’s ever-expanding fundraising responsibilities, 
BOPA lacked the funds needed to finish the project. Up to that point, restoration of the cupola was 
complete, tens of thousands of dollars of masonry work remain on the 19th and 20th floors. The 
balconies were reinforced previously, but critical damage was discovered, which set the project back 
significantly. New stone copings and single-ply membrane were installed on all floors. Stone brackets 
were inspected and repaired. 

Emergency netting must be applied to the outside of the building to secure loose terra cotta brick 
before additional repairs can continue. Scaffolding will also need to go up right away, which is a 
significant expense. Future work will involve finishing masonry repairs, replacing the roof above the 19th 
floor, and updating necessary cathodic protection—electrical pulses that prevent rust from forming on 
steel. When the steel frame rusts, the terra cotta brick expands, allowing water damage to affect the 
Tower. 

A lighting upgrade will include: existing halogen lighting removed and replaced with roof-mounted color 
changing LED system to light the underside of the cupola. Environmentally sensitive, color changing LED 
system will be placed in clock room to back light clock features. 
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Repair and restoration of the 1911 Tower Clock will include: disassembly and cleaning, replicating 
double three legged gravity escapement, cast and machine fourth wheel assembly, construction of new 
dial shafts, fabrication and installation eight new hands; remove motor and restore to original pendulum 
operation. 

Future phases of work will involve ongoing maintenance of the Tower repairs described herein.

How will completing this project accomplish the goals and objectives of your heritage area?

Baltimore National Heritage Area (BNHA) identified five issue areas to which they attached goals and 
objectives in their most recent Comprehensive Management Plan. 

Interpretation – BOPA and (BNHA) both effectively coordinate & collaborate a diverse range of 
contributors to Baltimore’s rich history and culture. BOPA is working to amplify the voices of Black 
historical figures and elevate African-American cultural narratives. 

Stewardship – Like BNHA, BOPA strengthens a network of organizations through technical support, grant 
programs, and professional development. Bromo Arts Tower is an invaluable hub for programming, 
exhibitions, and collaborations.

Heritage Tourism Development—Bromo Arts Tower is essential to Baltimore heritage tourism 
landscape. Tourists get a 360 view of Baltimore from the balconies. Restoring this building to an 
enhanced capacity than was ever imagined will draw even more visitors back to our City, which is 
essential after almost a year of most buildings being closed to the general public. 

Neighborhoods—Build up Bromo District and surrounding neighborhoods—just outside downtown. 
Downtown area is subject to an unfair reputation for becoming dangerous when it is crowded. 
Enhancing the Bromo Arts Tower will serve as a catalyst for neighborhood improvements. Public art and 
programming has been shown to revitalize neighborhoods and cultivate community.

Management—BOPA is working to enhance accountability procedures in alignment with recently 
elected Baltimore Mayor Scott’s goals. This iterative strategic planning process has already emphasized 
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the power of neighborhoods to maintain cultural engagement throughout the pandemic. Like BNHA, 
BOPA is engaging consultants to establish long-term, diversified development strategy.

DELIVERABLES:

What will be the results of this project? What tangible and intangible deliverables do you anticipate?

Masonry repairs at the 19th Floor, considered to be highest priority.

1.Remediate/ Repair interior steel shelf angle and damaged brick above arches (NEW)  

2.Repair cracks in the Brick Corbel (NEW)  

3. Repair Interior Column Cracks (NEW)  

4. Replace Concrete Ceiling at repair locations  

5. Clean and repaint spiral stair, metal door, roof hatch, and metal supports on the 19th floor  

6. Electrical: new power wiring and raceway to 19th Floor, new raceway around columns for cathodic 
protection, and the connection and start-up/calibration of cathodic protection  

7. Replace 19th Floor Roof (to be completed after scaffold is removed)  

8. Repair the 19th concrete deck floor and upgrade drainage scuppers at 19th floor 

Masonry Repair above the 20th Floor  

1. Perform Masonry Reconstruction /Restoration  

2. Flash metal pan gutter at Upper roof  

3. Repair of Cracks in 1935 (New) Construction (INCREASE)  

4. Repair of brick coursing showing a vertical displacement (NEW) 5. Repair / Weatherization of through 
wall 1” slate (NEW) 

Other Work Items (Below 19th Floor) - requires mast climber 

1. Repair 19th floor brick battlements and concrete at parapet wall 
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2. Remove existing metal neon sign framing, masonry cleaning & repair at sign framing 

3. Masonry reconstruction / restoration / cleaning of the terra cotta clock face and surrounding brick 

4. Remove clock glazing, restore and repaint clock face, repair broken clock glass, reglaze clock face 

5. Perform masonry restoration and cleaning from the ground to 16th floor. 

6. Remove and replace sealant at all windows 

7. Repair stucco exterior 

8. North Elevation - Bulges in Building Façade  

9. Repair Water Table at North-East Corner 

10. Repair Vertical Crack at North-East Corner (Previously Repaired) with new crack (NEW)

How will ongoing maintenance costs be paid for in future years (if applicable)?

The Project Director asserts that 70% of all repairs planned for this project have a lifespan of 100 years. 
BOPA understands that the other 30% will require ongoing maintenance. Embedded fundraising 
infrastructure allows for restoration funds to be established. These grants funds will be a catalyst to 
move this project forward on a continual basis. BOPA continues to work toward securing funds for the 
Bromo Tower repairs through city, state and federal funding, along with the support from local 
foundations and individuals. The organization will leverage this grant to solicit more funds, with the 
long-term goal of establishing an endowment that supports ongoing repairs for this historic building.
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BUDGET:

Amount requested: $80,000.00

Other State Funds: $0.00

Cash Match: $80,000.00

In-Kind Match: 

Other Project Costs: $151,619.60

Total Match: $80,000.00

Total Project Cost: $311,619.60

Budget Details:  

List the source(s) of all non-state matching funds you are including in your proposed project costs. 
Please indicate if the funds and support are in-hand, committed, or not yet available.

Preservation Maryland Grant Program $7,500 proposed 

Private Foundations proposed* 

Nora Roberts Foundation

Andy Warhol Foundation

Weinberg Foundation

France-Merrick Foundation

*varying funding amounts depending on alignment of grant priorities and funding available 

Various large corporate sources in BOPA’s partnership network such as Visit Baltimore, RadioOne,  

Propose City of Baltimore for permits, and insurance from BOPA provided.

Describe any state funds that are already committed for this project.

N/A
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URGENCY:

Is this project urgent?

Outstanding repairs produce liability to visitors and staff. Roof and masonry repairs for the 19th floor 
are the most  imminent. Some of the terra cotta brick are still at risk of falling off the side. Much of 
Phase II of this project was complete over the past decade, however crucial updates are required. The 
costs of simply securing the building with emergency netting and scaffolding could exceed $50,000 

The original scope of work has expanded, as certain repairs to make the building immediately safe. 
Time-sensitive work has unfortunately been put on hold since 2018. As a nonprofit organization that is 
raising funding for festivals, events, and programs across Baltimore City, our capacity to raise funds 
expands far beyond the capital needs of the Bromo Tower. When urgent funds are needed, this adds an 
extreme amount of pressure onto BOPA and the development team to find additional funds to cover 
these important expenses.  

BOPA has engaged in strategic planning which highlighted our historic facilities as powerful assets for 
community development, tourism development, partnership programming, storytelling platforms, and 
more. A target has been set to open Bromo Arts Tower to the general public this summer, which creates 
an urgency for these repairs. 

This project is also aligned with urgent priorities for Baltimore City to safely increase tourism numbers, 
in a sociopolitical environment characterized by the pandemic. Baltimore’s reputation has suffered in 
recent years; coupled with dwindling tourism, the City needs infrastructure and aesthetic improvement 
to fight blight. This project is a microcosm for people-center community development that is necessary 
across Baltimore’s diverse neighborhoods.

IMPACT:

Describe how this project will address one or more of the Maryland Heritage Area's Program's three 
areas of focus.

Rehabilitating and restoring the Bromo Arts Tower to its full potential covers all three areas of focus for 
Maryland Heritage Area’s Program. Full alignment is detailed below. 
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Developing Heritage Tourism Product—Bromo is often one of the first landmarks that tourists visit when 
they come to Baltimore City, due to the extensive view of the City from the Tower’s 15th floor. The clock 
tower is a staple of Baltimore City’s skyline. Rehabilitating Bromo Arts Tower aligns with MHAA’s stated 
goal to "preserve and adapt” historic facilities.  

Building Partnerships—BOPA cultivates individual partnerships at Bromo by maintaining space for artist 
studios and gallery exhibitions. At its full potential, Bromo Arts Tower will host interorganizational 
programming and serve as a hub for creative engagement across sectors. 

Sustaining Regional Identity—by elevating Bromo Arts Tower as a cultural hub, BOPA maintains the 
historical character and heritage of Baltimore City. Residents celebrate the importance of Baltimore 
history to American culture, and BOPA works to amplify that positive reputation and create a more 
uplifting narrative about living here.

Does your project address diverse or inclusive historical narratives? If so, please provide details.

Bromo Arts Tower is currently featuring two exhibitions related to “Walking forward, looking back,” a 
practice-based project utilizing a journey through the landscape. Artist Carol Maurer walks from her 
ancestral home on the Eastern Shore of Maryland through Delaware to Chester County PA, collecting 
stories, photos, memories and objects along the route. Rediscovering histories – both true and false. The 
journey began as a way to experientially confront her responsibility as a descendant of enslavers and 
slowly weaves into a meditation on the time, tempos, conversations and understandings walking can 
make space for. 

Maurer produced 11 knitted pieces featuring the names of individuals who were enslaved by her 
ancestors; these hand-stitched pieces are on display at Bromo Arts Tower museum room and can be 
viewed online. The other component of Maurer’s exhibit are a display of the aforementioned 
photographs, postcards sent by her ancestors who enslaved people, and records indicating her 
ancestors filed for lost property rights after Emancipation. 

The exhibit is a powerful reminder for white Americans to honor both the light and darkness of their 
family’s histories. Maurer highlights publicly available historical records that help descendants of 
enslaved people identify their ancestors, offering a branch to their larger family tree. Because so much 
of American history has been told through a filtered lens from a privileged position, Maurer used her 
artistic platform to connect African-Americans to their heritage and true family history. She wants to 
feature artwork and tell the stories of living descendants her project exposes.
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TIMELINE:

Key Steps and Timeline

Azola, Inc. expects to continually uncover damage to the roof and brick siding as the project progresses, 
which has historically been the case. The emergency masonry and roofing repairs should take 
approximately two months, with the remaining deliverables occurring as additional funding becomes 
available.  

July 2021 - Emergency netting and terra cotta repair to stabilize roof and side of structure 

August 2021 - Begin cathodic protection 

October 2021 – Target for finishing cathodic protection and most urgent masonry repairs listed above.

Winter 2021 – Target for completion of roof repairs and masonry above the 20th floor.

Spring 2022 –  Target to begin work on clock restoration and other work items.

Summer 2022 – Leverage BOPA's resources to increase available funding for remaining repairs.

Fall 2022 - target to complete above-outlined deliverables, given no additional repairs arise.

July 2023 – Conclusion of grant period and desired date of completion

ACCESS & OUTREACH:

Describe the anticipated benefits of your completed project for tourists, k-12 students, and/or local 
community members.
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The faster construction is complete, the sooner BOPA can bring tourists back to this historic national 
landmark. 

Millions see the Tower every year, in person and through various forms of media. It is used in nearly 
every promotional campaign highlighting the City. Attendance is drawn from both locals and visitors to 
Downtown Baltimore; according to Downtown Partnership, Downtown is the fastest growing residential 
area in Baltimore with 40,246 residents, and 22.3 million visitors. The tower currently provides nearly 30 
studios for local artists and opens its doors to the community as a place where creativity is celebrated 
and history is explored. Bromo is fully-functioning work space for Baltimore's creative economy.

The Bromo Seltzer Arts Tower is the visual centerpiece and icon of the newly designated Bromo Arts and 
Entertainment District, one of three such districts in Baltimore City receiving special tax and grant 
incentives. The Bromo A & E district leverages arts activities to draw the public to local shopping and 
dining destinations. Since the first phase of restorations, economic activity has significantly increased 
and positive momentum is building in the area due to the recently-relocated Everyman Theatre, the 
restored France-Merrick Performing Arts Center’s Hippodrome Theater, along with more than 30 other 
cultural institutions joining together to create a critical mass within the A&E District. Façade restorations 
will improve the visual appeal of this landmark, and new lighting in particular will help draw increased 
visibility and a stronger sense of place-making to the area.

What provisions exist or will be made for physical or programmatic access by individuals with 
disabilities?

For physical access, there is an elevator to reach all floors of the Tower. BOPA plans to enhance its 
physical accessibility with a new handicap door once the vital construction needs detailed in this 
proposal are addressed. Facilities staff currently have both paper and digital materials to view at Bromo, 
appealing to all ability and capacity levels.

How will you ensure that your intended audiences will learn about your site or project?

BOPA’s strategic planning process has yielded important information about how the organization can 
target specific audiences for its unique facilities. A silver lining of this global pandemic is that BOPA, like 
so many nonprofits, were forced to more heavily rely on technology that had the impact of quantifying 
marketing and outreach outcomes. Facilities staff were the first to produce audio/visual content on 
behalf of BOPA, reaching a diverse range of audiences. 

BOPA will leverage this grant and its partnership network, to further enhance its marketing initiatives. 
Knowing more about the particular audiences who visit Bromo Tower—those interested in the history, 
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heritage, and programming potential of the building— BOPA can do targeted investments to increase 
visibility.

What is the annual visitation at your site? 

Before the pandemic, Bromo Tower enjoyed a three-year average of over 11,800 annual visitors.

Open Studio Tours at Bromo have enjoyed hundreds of virtual visitors; BOPA plans to track virtual 
visitors better in 2021.

Over 600 visitors signed on to Bromo's virtual tour, produced by BOPA's Facilities team in partnership 
with AIA Baltimore & Baltimore Architecture Foundation. The video has been viewed almost 200 times 
since being posted to YouTube.

What hours per day, days per week, and months per year will the project / property be open to the 
public?

Virtual tours available 24/7 on Bromo Arts Tower website. The Tower will be open for public tours every 
Saturday from 8am – 4pm, beginning on Memorial Day 2021.

What amenities are or will be available to the public at the property?

Visitors enjoy access to nearby parking, public restrooms, hand sanitizing stations, and interpretation 

Open studio and self-guided tours will resume when a vaccine for COVID is more equitably distributed. 
Tours of the clock room will be handled more closely due to close quarters.

PROJECT MANAGEMENT:

Why is your organization qualified to complete this grant project?

BOPA has been raising capital to restore and revitalize the Bromo Arts Tower for over a decade. The 
organization’s facilities have a positive reputation in their respective neighborhoods for drawing large 
crowd of out-of-town visitors. The Emerson Bromo-Seltzer Tower was abandoned by the city in 2002, 
but in early 2007 the Baltimore Office of Promotion and the Arts began renovations to transform the 
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building into artists' studios. Numerous improvements were made to the interior of the building, 
including upgrades to heating and air conditioning, as well as the addition of a second staircase to bring 
the facility up to safety code. Now, exterior renovations must begin in order to maintain the building’s 
appearance, stop deterioration, ensure safety, and better promote this iconic Baltimore landmark.

Identify any key individuals within the applicant organization (staff, board members, or volunteers) who 
will be involved in the implementation of this project, in addition to the primary contact identified on 
the "Applicant" tab.

Areas of expertise for BOPA Facilities staff, led by Director Annie Applegarth, include facility 
maintenance and contract management, program implementation, decades of experience managing 
projects with multiple partners that span industries and economic sectors.

Donna Drew Sawyer, Chief Executive Officer

Donna oversees all departments of BOPA, including Finance, Operations, External Affairs, while acting as 
the liaison to the Mayor’s Office and the Board of Trustees. With a staff of over 50 employees and a 
comprehensive budget of approximately $10 million, Donna leads the overarching arts and cultural 
efforts for the City of Baltimore. Her expertise spans from marketing and communications to arts 
administration. She will perform financial oversight on the project, report on its progress to the Board of 
Directors, raise funds to complete the project and maintain Bromo Arts Tower beyond the terms of this 
grant.

Annie Applegarth, Director of Facilities, expertise includes all aspects of building management including 
maintenance, restoration, and rentals; and of staging large events that included budgeting, concessions, 
legal documentation, contract negotiations, insurance, and working with outside promoters.) She also 
has extensive experience in managing large staffs (of both permanent and temporary employees) and in 
fundraising.

Identify any key individuals outside of the applicant organization who were consulted in the 
development of this grant application or who will be involved in this project (i.e. contractors, 
consultants or partners).

BOPA has and will continue to work with Tony Azola and the Azola Building Rehab contractors for the 
Bromo Seltzer Arts Tower renovation and repairs. They have generously worked with the BOPA and 
Bromo Tower teams to ensure that repairs are done right, while implementing preventative measures to 
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avoid future repairs. Their expertise and dedication to this project speaks volumes of their commitment 
to the Bromo Tower and its presence in the Baltimore cityscape. 

Tony Azola, President and Project Manager on behalf of contractor. Responsible for subcontracting and 
keeping project on track.

Martin Azola, Chairman & CEO of Azola, Inc. Provides financial oversight for Azola.
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PROPERTY INFORMATION (Capital Grants Only):

Property Name: 21 S. Eutaw Street

Baltimore, MD 21201

Property Owner: BROMO SELTZER ARTS TOWER LLC

C/O BALTIMORE OFFICE OF PROMOTION & THE ARTS

10 E BALTIMORE ST.

10 FL

BALTIMORE, MD 21202

Relationship to Applicant: Bromo Seltzer Arts Tower, LLC holds a long-term lease on the property 
from City of Baltimore. The terms included the ability to act in an ownership capacity for both ongoing 
operations and special projects. Contract included in attachments.

Property Significance: Property Name

Bromo Seltzer Arts Tower

Other Property Name(s), if any

Emerson Bromo-Seltzer Tower

The Emerson Bromo Seltzer Tower is a historic landmark, listed on the National Register of Historic 
Places since 1973. The Tower provides working space for local artists and opens its doors to the 
community as a place where creativity is celebrated and shared. The Tower was donated to Baltimore 
City on the condition that it would be preserved. In 2006, the City entered a perpetually renewing 
contractual agreement with a third party LLC developed for the Bromo Tower to fund the utilities and 
maintenance of the Tower.  

The Bromo Seltzer Arts Tour brings a wealth of history to Baltimore City while providing access to arts 
and culture to visitors and tourists. The Bromo Tower has been a staple in the Baltimore skyline for 
decades and is situated near the downtown Inner Harbor, while residing in an official arts district named 
after the iconic building: the Bromo Seltzer Arts and Entertainment District. With this capital project, the 
building will be able to better accommodate a wider range of programming, providing more service for 
heritage tourism and the city residents interested in cultural heritage landmarks and programming. 
Overall, this building is integral to the heritage landscape of the city, helping to promote tourism for the 
City of Baltimore and state of Maryland by offering such a unique experience to anyone who visits. 
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Baltimore City has grappled with the global pandemic for almost a year, and is in need of both creative 
healing processes and  cultural engagement to revive hope and positivity for residents and tourists alike.

Does MHT hold an easement on this property?  No
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Project Budget
BROMO SELTZER ARTS TOWER - BUILDING REPAIRS

Line Item
No. Work Item (Description) Grant Funds Match

Other Project
Costs

Total Project
Cost

1 General Requirements:
     Construction Management $15,335.50 $29,464.50 $44,800.00
     Dumpster $3,000.00 $3,000.00

     Scaffolding (Overhead Protection) $15,000.00 $15,000.00
     Sidewalk Closure and Barricades $5,000.00 $5,000.00

2 Masonry $56,850.00 $56,850.00

3
Thermal and Moisture Protection
(Roofing) $23,150.00 $18,550.00 $41,700.00

4
Special Construction (Cathodic
Protection - Electrical Services) $12,500.00 $12,500.00

5 Permits $3,577.00 $3,577.00
6 Insurance $3,648.54 $3,648.54
7 Builders Contingency $18,607.55 $18,607.55
8 Overhead and Bonding Fee $45,849.01 $45,849.01
9 Clock Restoration $7,500.00 $7,500.00
10 Fire Suppression System $43,525.00 $43,525.00

11

Bromo Project Management (Bromo
Director of Facilities: Salary of
$46/hour for 175 hours plus Benefits
@ 25% of Salary) $10,062.50 $10,062.50

12 $0.00
13 $0.00
14 $0.00
15 $0.00
16 $0.00
17 $0.00
18 $0.00
19 $0.00
20 $0.00
21 $0.00
22 $0.00
23 $0.00
24 $0.00
25 $0.00

TOTALS $80,000.00 $80,000.00 $151,619.60 $311,619.60

· The maximum grant award is $100,000 for capital projects and management grants, and $50,000 for non-
capital grants. The minimum amount is $5,000.

·  See Grant Guidelines for complete information about eligible costs and matching funds.

·  All grant funds AND match funds must be spent on the scope of work you have defined in this budget.
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· Applicant match (cash and in-kind), may come from non-state sources such as corporate, institutional,
and individual donations or pledges to provide direct funding for the proposed project or to provide in-
kind services.  

· Please note that other state funds, including state employee time, cannot be used as match for this
grant.  

· Funds already spent toward the project prior to a grant award cannot count as match, and cannot be paid
from grant funds.

· Grant funds must be matched, dollar for dollar.  The match may consist of any combination of cash and in-
kind  expeneses.   For the purposes of this form, in no case should a match in excess of a dollar-for-dollar
match be proposed.  For example, if the “project” you have defined will cost $250,000, you may request
$100,000 in grant funds, commit a $100,000 total match in the "match" column, and include $50,000 as
“other project costs" in the separate column above.
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Baltimore Office of Promotion & The Arts 

Bromo Seltzer Arts Tower Phase II Renovations 

Project Summary 
Located at 21 S. Eutaw Street in the heart of downtown Baltimore, The Bromo 
Seltzer Arts Tower is the most beloved icon of the Baltimore City skyline and the 
centerpiece of the newly designated Bromo Arts & Entertainment District. The 
rehabilitation of the Bromo Seltzer Arts Tower is entering the second phase of 
long-needed restoration. Under this project, the exterior brick and clay tile, mortar, 
roofing, cupola, and balconies will all be restored within the guidelines of the 
National Register for Historic Places, the 1911 Seth Thomas Tower Clock will be 
restored to its original, gravity-driven functionality, and new exterior lighting will be 
added to draw visibility to this iconic Baltimore landmark.  
 
Current Conditions 

At over 100 years old, the Bromo Tower faces numerous structural problems. 
Repairs are necessary not only for aesthetic reasons, but for safety and 
structural soundness. Many issues go back decades, originally caused by the 
spinning, 51 foot Bromo Seltzer bottle that topped the tower but was removed 
due to the damage caused by its weight. The caulking and mortar have 
significant cracks throughout the façade, and joints have deteriorated.  The 
roofing membrane of the tower is in poor condition with patching and 
deteriorated flashing. Structural bracings of the cupola need to be replaced with 
galvanized angle bracing, and cracking piers must be repaired. The balconies 
on the tower require new flooring and stone copings. Lighting systems are 
outdated and environmentally deficient. The historic clock requires restoration to 
its original pendulum operation, with new hands, dial shafts, and wheel 
assembly. Years of dust and grime have covered the building’s true exterior 
colors. 

 
Some cracks in the façade are leading to leaks, and netting has been added to 
the top levels because of the safety risk of parts of the facade falling onto 
pedestrians below. The current lighting is an environmentally detrimental 
mercury based system without the capacity to satisfactorily illuminate the clock 
face, cupola or building.  The system is costly to run and maintain, both in 
utility expense and personnel time, and provides minimal visual impact on 
Baltimore’s skyline. The system itself disperses mercury vapor, needs frequent 
maintenance, and the mercury involves a difficult disposal process.  The 
replacement of the mercury system with an LED system will provide a range of 
bright, highly visible colors that have the ability for a variety of creative display 
options.  The system is electronically controlled and is expected to decrease 
utility, personnel and maintenance costs by 30%. The LED system is 100% 
environmentally safe. 
 
Project Deliverables 
With the necessary funding secured, the Bromo Tower will undergo the following renovations:  
 

Restoration of brick and structural clay tile of the main tower and cupola- including cleaning, 
repair of cracks and restoration of mortar joint deterioration (particularly needed on the east 
elevation of the tower. Pressure washing of exterior brick. Repair of stonework and stucco. 
Soiling removed from windows. 
  
Roofing repairs- Roofing membrane of main tower where octagonal cupola sits is currently in 
poor condition with patching and deteriorated flashing. The membrane will be removed and 
replaced with single-ply membrane with all new flashings and drains cleaned and repaired.  
  
Cupola restoration- Structural bracing of cupola will be removed and replaced with new 
galvanized angle bracing, cracking of piers will be repaired, and masonry joints repointed as 
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required.  Inside of cupola to be repainted. Spiral staircase cleaned and repainted. Spalling of 
underside of concrete floor repaired. Pre-case parapet caps to be repaired or replaced with 
matching design. Soiling of brick on cupola to be removed with low-pressure water washing. 
Joists and decking in room below cupola roof to be replaced.  
  
Balconies reinforced- Balconies to remain intact with new stone copings to be installed. New 
single-ply membrane to be installed on all floors with new flashing. Stone brackets inspected and 
repaired. 
  
Billboard support structure - Support members from a pre-existing billboard to be removed. Fire 
department antennas to be fastened at rear crenellations at roof of main tower. 
  

Lighting upgrade- Existing halogen lighting removed and replaced with 
roof-mounted color changing LED system to light the underside of the 
cupola. Environmentally sensitive, color changing LED system placed in 
clock room to back light clock features.  
  
Clock repair and restoration – Disassemble and clean, replicate double 
three legged gravity escapement, cast and machine fourth wheel 
assembly, construct new dial shafts, fabricate and install eight new 
hands; remove motor and restore to original pendulum operation. 

 
Organizational Capacity 
Bromo LLC is operated by the Baltimore Office of Promotion and the Arts, a non-profit organization which 
serves as Baltimore City’s arts council, events company, and film office. The Emerson Bromo-Seltzer 
Tower was abandoned by the city in 2002, but in early 2007 the Baltimore Office of Promotion and the 
Arts began renovations to transform the building into artists' studios. Numerous improvements were made 
to the interior of the building, including upgrades to heating and air conditioning, as well as the addition of 
a second staircase to bring the facility up to safety code. Now, exterior renovations must begin in order to 
maintain the building’s appearance, stop deterioration, ensure safety, and better promote this iconic 
Baltimore landmark.  
 

 
 
Public Benefit 
Millions see the Tower every year, in person and through various forms of media. It is used in nearly 
every promotional campaign highlighting the City. Attendance at the Bromo Seltzer Arts Tower has 
steadily increased, from 2,137 in FY11, to 8,112 in FY14, thanks to the addition of weekly open studios 
and tours of the historic clock. Attendance is drawn from both locals and visitors to Downtown Baltimore; 
according to Downtown Partnership, Downtown is the fastest growing residential area in Baltimore with 
40,246 residents, and 22.3 million visitors. The tower currently provides 33 studios for local artists and 
opens its doors to the community as a place where creativity is celebrated and history is explored 
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The Bromo Seltzer Arts Tower is the visual centerpiece and icon of the newly designated Bromo Arts and 
Entertainment District, one of three such districts in Baltimore City receiving special tax and grant 
incentives. The Bromo A & E district leverages arts activities to draw the public to local shopping and 
dining destinations. Since the first phase of restorations, economic activity has significantly increased and 
positive momentum is building in the area due to the recently-relocated Everyman Theatre, the restored 
France-Merrick Performing Arts Center’s Hippodrome Theater, along with more than 30 other cultural 
institutions joining together to create a critical mass within the A&E District. Façade restorations will 
improve the visual appeal of this landmark, and new lighting in particular will help draw increased visibility 
and a stronger sense of place-making to the area.  
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PARALLEL MICRO-CRACK
CONCEALED BY EPOXY
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OLD REPAIR NOT VISIBLE
PRIOR TO CLEANING

EXTENDED CRACK
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CRACK THROUGH
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VERTICAL DISPLACEMENT
AT 1935 CONSTRUCTION
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MICRO-CRACK

MORTAR CUT OUT FOR
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NORTH BALCONY SPALL
/ 
DISPLACED TERRA COTTA

ENTIRE CORNER OF
TERRA COTTA
DANGEROUSLY LOOSE
ALL UNITS TO BE
REMOVED AND
REATTACHED
LOWER SECTION
REQUIRED STRUCTURAL
REINFORCEMENT
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NORTH BALCONY
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NEW CRACK ABOVE NW
TERRRA COTTA UNIT

PREVIOUS REPAIR
NOTE - MORTAR
DIFFERENCE

METAL REINFORCEMENT
FROM PREVIOUS REPAIR

LOOSE TERRA COTTA
UNIT

DISPLACED CRACK

OLD TERRA COTTA UNIT
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OLD REPAIR ABOVE
WATER TABLE
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OLD REPAIR NW CORNER

CRACK AT STACK BOND

METAL REINFORCEMENT
FROM PREVIOUS REPAIR
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PREVIOUS REPAIR NW
CORNER

BULGE ~ 3/4" WITH NEW
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PREVIOUS REPAIR NW CORNER

BULGE WITH SPALLED
BRICK FACE REMOVED
FOR SAFETY
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CAN ALLOW WATER
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Emerson Bromo Seltzer Tower, (Baltimore Arts Tower) 

 

Architectural Survey File 

This is the architectural survey file for this MIHP record. The survey file is organized reverse-

chronological (that is, with the latest material on top). It contains all MIHP inventory forms, National 

Register nomination forms, determinations of eligibility (DOE) forms, and accompanying documentation 

such as photographs and maps. 

Users should be aware that additional undigitized material about this property may be found in on-site 

architectural reports, copies of HABS/HAER or other documentation, drawings, and the “vertical files” at 

the MHT Library in Crownsville. The vertical files may include newspaper clippings, field notes, draft 

versions of forms and architectural reports, photographs, maps, and drawings. Researchers who need a 

thorough understanding of this property should plan to visit the MHT Library as part of their research 

project; look at the MHT web site (mht.maryland.gov) for details about how to make an appointment. 

All material is property of the Maryland Historical Trust. 

 

Last Updated: 03-10-2011 
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Emerson BroIUo-Sel tzer Tower Building 

Risi!!.§: 357 ft;et above t he c .,,:..-, .. ar of .Eutaw ani l v:nba rd Str eets . the 

15- story Bromo- Seltzer !ewer :auUding , with its great steel "tottle, shin-

i ng blue in the su11light, illUILina ted at r.tght , was the fulfillm ent of 

Captain Isa.Ac E. Emerson ' s ber.-2lst to the arcr1i tect, Joseph Evans Sperry 

to desig:.1 his r..ew plant in 1911 to include a tower similar to tl:..a Pa-

l azzo Vecchio ~·ower he had SHJl in i1orence, Italy. 

I n t ne 1930s, ~he Towt.r lo~ t its stn.tus as the talle.st builidi.ng in 

Baltir;ore . Then , toe, t he bottle- v::ls r emoved a!..d. t !:c tvp crenel lated. 

The City of &l timore a cquired the plant in 1967, :..·a zed tl:..a building 

a r ound the Tow€~ to build a combiriati .m iire statioll ;,na. cor:unercia l 

structurr .. 

Ttx 'Bromo-Seltze.r '.rower still contains tnc ~a. rgest four-0.ial grav-t. ity clock in the world (larger than Big Jlen in Louton }. vitu face• 24 

feet i n ciameter. Though tt.e bottle is no longer a beacon for shi~s 

coming i nto Baltimore Harbor , this ~ower is a notabl e land.marK travel- · 

l e r s entering the City from tee southwest s~~ frcn afar . 

E. &kl e 
) 

-1 
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The Emerson Brome- Seltze r Tower , designe d by Jos e ph Evans Sperr 
and built in 1911 , is unique in Baltimore b e cause it was in
spired by the Paiazzo Vecchio in Florence , Italy , and because 
its height of f iftee n stor i e s ma de it the tallest building in 
Baltimore until the 1930 ' s . As such , it became a visual land
mark for several g e nerations of Baltimoreans as well as a 
symbol of the city to othe r Ame ricans . 

In style , it is Romanesque , cons t r ucted of yellow brick with 
stone trim. It is toppe d with projecting brackets which sup
port an octagonal crenellated tower . Just below the bracketing 
is the clock , reputed to be the largest four dial gravity clock 
i n the world , with faces twenty-four feet in diameter . Beneath 
the clock, on each side , is a stone balcony supported by brack
ets which form arches over the four windows. Continuing down 
the facades; there are f our window bays of rect angular windows 
wi th flat arched lintels and stone sills . Above the second 
floo r , there is another stone balcony with four swag decoration 
Unti l · 1936 , the building was crowne d with a giant revolving 
Bromo-Seltzer Bottle , f ashioned of steel and illuminated at 
night . Although the bottle is gone now , the tower remains a n 
important element in Baltimore ' s skyscape . 
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IJ Urbon P lonning 

Cl 01hor (Sf1••c/ IJ") 

Captain Issac E . Emerson was a prominent citizen of Baltimore 
at the turn of the century , and his Bromo-Seltzer Tower remains 
as a monument to his civic energy and his own self-esteem. 
Emerson was born in North Carolina and came to Baltimore in 188 
after graduating from the University of North Carolina. He en
tered the retail drug business and set up a laboratory where he 
worked on his new h eadache r e medy , Bromo-Seltzer . He had per
fected its composition by 1888 and, in 1891 , he organized his 
own company , the Emerson Drug Company . In addition to the 
Bromo-Seltzer Tower which housed the drug company , Captain 
Emerson built the Emerson Hotel, the Emersonian apartments and 
established the Brooklandwood F a rm Dairy, an innova tion in 
roadside sales . 

Emerson was instrumental in the organization of the Maryland 
Naval Reserves in 1894 . He commanded a ship manned by the Re
serves during the Spanish-American War; hence the title Captain 
Emerson 's contemporaries thought highly of him as a biographi
cal sketch shows: "(Emerson) is progressive, enterprising and 

1 public spirited to a faul t ... he interests himself thoroughly i 
in everything tending to advance our city , and is a patron of 1 
all worthy enterprises seeking to push Baltimore to the front. 11

1 

Eventually, the Warner-Lambert Pharmaceutical Company of New 
Jersey took over the Emerson Drug Company, and in 1967, the 
tower and office building at its base were offered to the city 
at a modest price. The of°fice building was razed t.D make room 
for a new fire station, but the Commission for Historical and 
Architectural Pre servation prevail~d upon the Mayor to allow 
the tower to stand . Presently , the Maryland Crafts Council is 
trying to make the tower a permanent arts and crafts center . 

1The Baltimore American Illustrated Edition , 1895, p. 71. 
- - ' 
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Form 10-"00a 
(J.;ry 1969) 

UNITFD STATES Dt-PARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR 
NATIONAL PAR K SER VICE 

S T A T E 

Maryl and 
COUNT Y ,F 

B-38 
- ---

NATIONAL REG ISTER OF HISTOR IC PLACE S 

INVENTORY · NOMINATION FORM 
Balti;nore City - FOR NPS USE ONLY 

~----1 

ENTRY NUMBER I O A TE 

(Continuation Sheet) I 
(Number all ontr/ett) 

#6 . REPRESENTATION IN EXISTING SURVEYS gontinue d 

Maryland Register of Historic Sites and Landmarks 
1972 X State 

Maryl a nd His torical Trus t 
2525 Riva Road 
Annapolis , Maryland 

#9 . MAJOR BIBLIOGRAPHICAL REFERENCES continued 

" Bromo-Seltze~ Taking a Powder ," The Sun, October 24 , 1968 . 

Dilts, James D., "The Changing City : Saving Emerson Towe r ," The 
Sun , February 2 , 1969 . 

Henry, Helen , " The House on the Hill is Full of History ," Sunday 
Sun Magazine , December 12, 1971 . 

Hunter , Wilbur H. and Elam , Charles H., Century of Baltimore 
Architecture , Baltimore: Peale Museum , 1957-. -

McK e nna, William E., "I Remember . .• The Blue Bottle that Topped 
the Emerson Tower ," Sunday Sun Magazine , November 29 , 1964. 

Power Pictorial , No . 19 , April 1931 , p . 19-21 . 
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B-38 
Emerson Bromo Seltzer Tower 
(Baltimore Arts Tower) 
312-318 W. Lombard Street, Baltimore 
Sanborn Map 1914 (Revised 1953) 
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DATA JN RtGARD TO flROMO.SELTZER TOWER 

Tola! hel1ht or to•er, 857 fee~ The bottle on to1~ a 
fao-1lmUe ·.r the ...egular ten eent Bromo-Seltur botU.e, 
lmt &bou( 19,900,000 tlroei1 Jar1er, le 51 feet blgh, 20M 
reet In dl.aroeter , •el1h1 17 1001, a nd re•olne at tibe rate 
or 107 feet per minute. There a1·e ~ e.leclrlc llah .. In 
Bottle &ncf Crcnrn 1urn1uunll11111.ifrhlch clln be-n at 
a dl1tanee oUO oulleo. 

'l'be Bromo-Seltaer clock Is the largest four dJaJ ara•lty 
clock In the ••rid. The dtal ls t4 feet In dlarnetn The 
minute band le 12 feet 7 hu1h•1 long. and •tll!bt 175 
)>Oll\ldt. 1be hooir llllnd la 9 feei 8 lnchea loog and 
nl11th• 145 J>O!l•da. The pendulum Is 16 f<>el lomr abd 
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hr an~electrlo motor e•er7 1lx houro. 
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Signal tower on Federal Hill 

Just Towers 

This tower, still standing in 
Patterson Park, is 6() feet tall 

OF THE THREE towers shown here the most promi
nent is the Bromo-Seltzer T ower. When completed 
in 1911 it was the tallest building in town, rising 
357 feet, and crowned with a giant revolving Bromo
Seltzer bottle. 

Rhoda in her pagoda, "selling tea and syrup and 
soda" , was the popular song hit around the time the 
pagoda-like observation tower was erected in Patter
son Park in 1892. 

The signal tower on Federal Hill replaced an 
earlier one that relayed news of approaching vessels. 
It stood there from 1887 to 1902. 

The Bromo-Seltzer Tower 
is adapted from the Vecchio 
Palace tower in Florence, 
Italy. The bottle was taken 
down in 1936. 
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Annie Noel Applegarth 


 
PROFESSIONAL HIGHLIGHTS 
.  

 Managed all aspects of live concert production for touring musicians including Billy Joel, Bruce Springsteen 
and U2; international promoters; and special events including World Cup Opening ceremonies and 
Presidential Inaugural events. 

 Produced the BSO Annual “Holiday Spectacular” with Maestro Jack Everly and the BSO favorite series “Pop 
Rocks” with Linda Ronstadt, Ben Folds, and Elvis Costello. 

 Stage Managed with Opera Theatre of St Louis, Santa Fe Opera, and Living Stage/Arena Stage’s 
Improvisational Theater. 

 Managed a variety of entertainment, tourist, historic, and arts venues, with as many as 150 events per year 
and with as much as 50% increase in revenues. 

  
WORK HISTORY 

 

Operations and Venue Management 
 Success in developing and enhancing Standard Operating procedures for live entertainment; visual arts; 

historic and tourist facilities. 
 Develop positive team relationships with all departments within venues, including Stage Personnel, Artists, 

Security, Caterers, Housekeeping, Event Staff, Musicians, Contractors, Vendors and Executive Management.  
 Maintain schedule of activities, performances, rental events, art shows, classes, and coordinate all logistics 

for all operational, restoration, and general maintenance 
 

Credits include the following: 
Director of Facility Operations, The Baltimore Office of Promotion and Arts 
The Cloisters; Top of the World, Observation Level; School 33 Arts Center; and the Bromo Seltzer 
Arts Tower 
Baltimore, Maryland 
January 2007 thru Present 
 
Director of Operations, The Baltimore Symphony Orchestra 
Joseph Meyerhoff Symphony Hall 
Baltimore, Maryland  
December 2004 thru December 2006 
 
General Manager, Live Nation 
The Pier Six Concert Pavilion 
Baltimore, Maryland  
April 2003 thru October 2005 

 

Live Concert Production 
 Production Management for Touring Musicians, Regional Promoter, and Special Events.  
 Responsibilities include: Production Office set up, Advance Production requirements, Setting up Technical 

and Musical rehearsals, Equipment procurement, Transportation, Security, Catering, Staffing Requirements, 
including Union and Non-Union Personnel, Payroll, Ticketing, Budgeting and Financial Settlements, Video 
and Live Television Production, Media Contact for Advertising and Publicity,  Venue negotiations, and Band 
and Crew travel and accommodations.  
   
Credits include the following: 
Touring Production 
Billy Joel 
Bruce Springsteen 
The Rolling Stones 
U2 
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Regional Production 
Billy Joel, Camden Yards, 2019 
OTR II, Jay-Z and Beyoncé, FedEx Field 2018 
Concert for Charlottesville, Dave Mathews, UVA Scott Stadium 2017 
Billy Joel, Nationals Park 2014, 2016 
Billy Joel & Elton John, Nationals Park 2009 
The Concert for Sandy Relief 12-12-12; Madison Square Garden 
HFStival, WHFS Radio Station Festival, RFK Stadium. PSI Net Stadium, Fed-Ex Field 1993-2007 
America: A Tribute to Heroes; Madison Square Garden 2001 
United We Stand; Benefit for the Families of 9/11, RFK Stadium, 2001 
The Tibetan Freedom Concerts, Multiple Venues, 1997 thru 2012  

 The Rolling Stones, Voodoo Lounge, RFK Stadium, (managed Technical Rehearsals) 
 U2, Zoo TV, RFK Stadium, (managed Technical Rehearsals) 
 Bob Dylan and The Grateful Dead, RFK Stadium, Veterans Stadium 
  

Live -Special Events – Broadcast 
“The Kids Inaugural; Our Children: Our Future with Michelle Obama and Jill Biden” 2013 
“We are One; The Obama Inaugural Celebration at the Lincoln Memorial 2009 

 The Presidential Inaugural “Youth of America” Washington DC, 2001 and 2005 
The Presidential Inaugural “William J. Clinton Presents” Washington DC, 1993 and 1997 

 The United States Senate and House Dinner, Washington DC, 1998 thru 2004 
 The 1996 Summer Olympics “Opening Ceremonies” Atlanta, Georgia, 1996  
 World Cup Soccer “Opening Ceremonies”, Washington DC, Chicago, and Los Angeles, 1994 
 Nelson Mandela “American Tribute” Brooklyn, NY 1990         

 

Film Production 
 Scouting, securing, and coordinating logistics involved for Film and Television production companies to 

successfully complete necessary filming on location.  
 Serving as the face of the production to communities and addressing issues that may arise due to the 

production’s impact on those communities. 
 

Credits include the following: 
Feature Film Production 
“Head of State”, DreamWorks Productions, Location Manager. 
“Tuck Everlasting”, Walt Disney Films, Location Manager, Berlin, MD. 
“Runaway Bride”, Paramount Pictures, Location Manager, Berlin, MD. 
“Cecil B. DeMented”, Artisan Entertainment, Assistant and 2nd Unit Location Manager. 
“The Wire”, HBO Productions, Location Manager – Season 1. 
“The District”, CBS Television, Location Manager, District of Columbia Unit. 
 
Commercial Production 
“University of Baltimore; Recruitment”, Blakeslee Group, Producer, 2003. 
“The U.S Border Patrol; Recruitment”, Savage Picture Company, Producer, 2003. 
“Volunteers of America”, Butler Films, Location Manager, 2000. 
“Viagra, Senator Robert Dole”, Headquarters Productions, Location Consultant, 1998. 
“Oscar Mayer Lunchables, Cal Ripken Jr.”, Ebel Productions, Location Manager, 1998. 

 
    

Theatre 
 Worked as an Equity Stage Manager at The Loretto Hilton Repertory, St. Louis Opera, Santa Fe Opera, and 

Arena Stage’s Children’s Theater “Living Stage”. 
 

Complete List of Credits Available upon Request 
 
EDUCATION 

Bachelor of Arts: Theater Arts, Stage Management; Stage and Lighting Design, Webster College Conservatory. 
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KRamsay-Azola_134
Significant Remodel

KRamsay-Azola_1_1
Significant Remodel

KRamsay-Azola_2_1
Preserved - Restored

KRamsay-Azola_3_1
Preserved - Restored

KRamsay-Azola_4_1
Lighting Transformer
REPAIR THE FAILING STRUCTURAL CONCRETE ROOF ABOVE THE 19TH FLOOR (PARTIAL) 

KRamsay-Azola_5_1
Lighting Transformer
REINSTALLATION OF THE CLOCK AND HANDS

KRamsay-Azola_6_1
Lighting Transformer
REMOVE EXTERIOR METAL SUPPORTS ON THE EIGHT (8) COPULA PILLARS 

KRamsay-Azola_7_1
Lighting Transformer
PERFORM MASONRY RECONSTRUCTION /RESTORATION / CLEANING OF THE COPULA AND PILLARS

KRamsay-Azola_8_1
Lighting Transformer
DESIGN/INSTALL CATHODIC PROTECTION SYSTEM TO LIMIT FUTURE DEGRADATION OF THE STRUCTURAL METAL WITHIN THE COPULA PILLARS 

KRamsay-Azola_9_1
Lighting Transformer
INSTALL CONTROL JOINTS ON THE EIGHT (8) COPULA PILLARS 

KRamsay-Azola_10_1
Lighting Transformer
STRIP THE EXISTING BUILT UP ROOF ON THE 19TH FLOOR AND REPLACE WITH NEW 15 YEAR TPO ROOF 

KRamsay-Azola_11_1
Lighting Transformer
UPGRADE DRAINAGE SCUPPERS AT 19TH FLOOR 

KRamsay-Azola_12_1
Lighting Transformer
REPAIR THE 19TH CONCRETE DECK FLOOR 

KRamsay-Azola_13_1
Lighting Transformer
CLEAN AND REPAINT SPIRAL STAIR, METAL DOOR, ROOF HATCH, AND METAL SUPPORTS ON THE 19TH FLOOR

KRamsay-Azola_14_1
Text Box
19TH FLOORPLAN

KRamsay-Azola_15_1
Lighting Transformer
UPGRADE DRAINAGE SCUPPERS AT 19TH FLOOR 

KRamsay-Azola_16_1
Lighting Transformer
CLEAN AND REPAINT SPIRAL STAIR, METAL DOOR, ROOF HATCH, AND METAL SUPPORTS ON THE 19TH FLOOR

KRamsay-Azola_17_1
Lighting Transformer
PERFORM MASONRY RECONSTRUCTION /RESTORATION / CLEANING OF THE COPULA AND PILLARS

KRamsay-Azola_18_1
Lighting Transformer
DESIGN/INSTALL CATHODIC PROTECTION SYSTEM TO LIMIT FUTURE DEGRADATION OF THE STRUCTURAL METAL WITHIN THE COPULA PILLARS 

KRamsay-Azola_19_1
Lighting Transformer
INSTALL CONTROL JOINTS ON THE EIGHT (8) COPULA PILLARS 

KRamsay-Azola_20_1
Lighting Transformer
STRIP THE EXISTING BUILT UP ROOF ON THE 19TH FLOOR AND REPLACE WITH NEW 15 YEAR TPO ROOF 

KRamsay-Azola_21_1
Lighting Transformer
REPAIR THE 19TH CONCRETE DECK FLOOR 

KRamsay-Azola_22_1
Text Box
PHASE 2B PARTIAL SCOPE - COPULA RESTORATION WITH BALCONY STABILIZATION 

KRamsay-Azola_23_1
Preserved - Restored

KRamsay-Azola_24_1
Preserved - Restored

KRamsay-Azola_25_1
Preserved - Restored

KRamsay-Azola_26_1
Preserved - Restored

KRamsay-Azola_27_1
Preserved - Restored

KRamsay-Azola_28_1
Preserved - Restored

KRamsay-Azola_29_1
Lighting Transformer
STABILIZE LOWER BALCONY TERRA COTTA

KRamsay-Azola_30_1
Lighting Transformer
WEATHERIZE BALCONY CAPS TO PREVENT FURTHER DETERIORATION

KRamsay-Azola_31_1
Lighting Transformer
PERFORM MASONRY RECONSTRUCTION /RESTORATION / CLEANING OF THE ROOF BATTLEMENTS

KRamsay-Azola_32_1
Lighting Transformer
PERFORM MASONRY RECONSTRUCTION /RESTORATION / CLEANING OF THE 19TH FLOOR BATTLEMENTS

KRamsay-Azola_33_1
Contractor
CURRENTSTATUS

KRamsay_23
Polygon

tazol_1
Callout
AREA CLEANED AND CRACKS WERE CAULKED
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KRamsay-Azola_34_1
Significant Remodel

KRamsay-Azola_35_1
Text Box
PHASE 2B PARTIAL SCOPE - COPULA RESTORATION WITH BALCONY STABILIZATION 

KRamsay-Azola_36_1
Contractor
FOUNDCONDITIONS

KRamsay_1_1
Snapshot

KRamsay_2_1
Callout

KRamsay_3_1
Snapshot

KRamsay_4_1
Callout

KRamsay_5_1
Snapshot

KRamsay_6_1
Callout

KRamsay_7_1
Snapshot

KRamsay_8_1
Callout

KRamsay_9_1
Snapshot

KRamsay_10_1
Callout

KRamsay_11_1
Snapshot

KRamsay_12_1
Snapshot

KRamsay_13_1
Callout

KRamsay_14_1
Cloud+

KRamsay_15_1
Cloud+

KRamsay_16_1
Callout

KRamsay_17_1
Snapshot

KRamsay_18_1
Snapshot

KRamsay_19_1
Cloud+

KRamsay_20_1
Cloud+

KRamsay_21_1
Snapshot

KRamsay_22_1
Callout
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KRamsay-Azola_37_1
Significant Remodel

KRamsay-Azola_38_1
Significant Remodel

KRamsay-Azola_39_1
Significant Remodel

KRamsay-Azola_40_1
Significant Remodel

KRamsay-Azola_41_1
Significant Remodel

KRamsay-Azola_42_1
Preserved - Restored

KRamsay-Azola_43_1
Preserved - Restored

KRamsay-Azola_44_1
Significant Remodel

KRamsay-Azola_45_1
Significant Remodel

KRamsay-Azola_46_1
Lighting Transformer
REPAIR THE FAILING STRUCTURAL CONCRETE ROOF ABOVE THE 19TH FLOOR 

KRamsay-Azola_47_1
Lighting Transformer
REINSTALLATION OF THE CLOCK AND HANDS

KRamsay-Azola_48_1
Lighting Transformer
REMOVE EXTERIOR METAL SUPPORTS ON THE EIGHT (8) COPULA PILLARS 

KRamsay-Azola_49_1
Lighting Transformer
PERFORM MASONRY RECONSTRUCTION /RESTORATION / CLEANING OF THE COPULA AND PILLARS

KRamsay-Azola_50_1
Lighting Transformer
DESIGN/INSTALL CATHODIC PROTECTION SYSTEM TO LIMIT FUTURE DEGRADATION OF THE STRUCTURAL METAL WITHIN THE COPULA PILLARS 

KRamsay-Azola_51_1
Lighting Transformer
INSTALL CONTROL JOINTS ON THE EIGHT (8) COPULA PILLARS 

KRamsay-Azola_52_1
Lighting Transformer
STRIP THE EXISTING BUILT UP ROOF ON THE 19TH FLOOR AND REPLACE WITH NEW 15 YEAR TPO ROOF 

KRamsay-Azola_53_1
Lighting Transformer
UPGRADE DRAINAGE SCUPPERS AT 19TH FLOOR 

KRamsay-Azola_54_1
Lighting Transformer
REPAIR THE 19TH CONCRETE DECK FLOOR 

KRamsay-Azola_55_1
Lighting Transformer
CLEAN AND REPAINT SPIRAL STAIR, METAL DOOR, ROOF HATCH, AND METAL SUPPORTS ON THE 19TH FLOOR

KRamsay-Azola_56_1
Lighting Transformer
MASONRY RECONSTRUCTION / RESTORATION / CLEANINGOF THE TERRA COTTA CLOCK FACE AND SURROUND

KRamsay-Azola_57_1
Text Box
19TH FLOORPLAN

KRamsay-Azola_58_1
Lighting Transformer
UPGRADE DRAINAGE SCUPPERS AT 19TH FLOOR 

KRamsay-Azola_59_1
Lighting Transformer
CLEAN AND REPAINT SPIRAL STAIR, METAL DOOR, ROOF HATCH, AND METAL SUPPORTS ON THE 19TH FLOOR

KRamsay-Azola_60_1
Lighting Transformer
PERFORM MASONRY RECONSTRUCTION /RESTORATION / CLEANING OF THE COPULA AND PILLARS

KRamsay-Azola_61_1
Lighting Transformer
DESIGN/INSTALL CATHODIC PROTECTION SYSTEM TO LIMIT FUTURE DEGRADATION OF THE STRUCTURAL METAL WITHIN THE COPULA PILLARS 

KRamsay-Azola_62_1
Lighting Transformer
INSTALL CONTROL JOINTS ON THE EIGHT (8) COPULA PILLARS 

KRamsay-Azola_63_1
Lighting Transformer
STRIP THE EXISTING BUILT UP ROOF ON THE 19TH FLOOR AND REPLACE WITH NEW 15 YEAR TPO ROOF 

KRamsay-Azola_64_1
Lighting Transformer
REPAIR THE 19TH CONCRETE DECK FLOOR 

KRamsay-Azola_65_1
Lighting Transformer
RESTORE METAL CLOCK FACE AND GLAZING

KRamsay-Azola_66_1
Preserved - Restored

KRamsay-Azola_67_1
Text Box
PHASE 2B SCOPE - EXTERIOR RESTORATION TO 16TH FLOOR

KRamsay-Azola_68_1
Significant Remodel

KRamsay-Azola_69_1
Preserved - Restored

KRamsay-Azola_70_1
Preserved - Restored

KRamsay-Azola_71_1
Preserved - Restored

KRamsay-Azola_72_1
Preserved - Restored

KRamsay-Azola_73_1
Preserved - Restored

KRamsay-Azola_74_1
Preserved - Restored

KRamsay-Azola_75_1
Lighting Transformer
STABILIZE LOWER BALCONY TERRA COTTA

KRamsay-Azola_76_1
Lighting Transformer
WEATHERIZE BALCONY CAPS TO PREVENT FURTHER DETERIORATION

KRamsay-Azola_77_1
Lighting Transformer
PERFORM MASONRY RECONSTRUCTION /RESTORATION / CLEANING OF THE ROOF BATTLEMENTS

KRamsay-Azola_78_1
Lighting Transformer
PERFORM MASONRY RECONSTRUCTION /RESTORATION / CLEANING OF THE 19TH FLOOR BATTLEMENTS

KRamsay-Azola_79_1
Lighting Transformer
PERFORM MASONRY RESTORATION / CLEANING OF THE FROM THE 19TH FLOOR TO THE 17TH FLOOR

KRamsay-Azola_80_1
Lighting Transformer
REMOVE EXISTING METAL NEON SIGN FRAMING

KRamsay-Azola_81_1
Preserved - Restored
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KRamsay-Azola_82_1
Significant Remodel

KRamsay-Azola_83_1
Significant Remodel

KRamsay-Azola_84_1
Significant Remodel

KRamsay-Azola_85_1
Significant Remodel

KRamsay-Azola_86_1
Significant Remodel

KRamsay-Azola_87_1
Preserved - Restored

KRamsay-Azola_88_1
Preserved - Restored

KRamsay-Azola_89_1
Significant Remodel

KRamsay-Azola_90_1
Significant Remodel

KRamsay-Azola_91_1
Significant Remodel

KRamsay-Azola_92_1
Significant Remodel

KRamsay-Azola_93_1
Significant Remodel

KRamsay-Azola_94_1
Lighting Transformer
REPAIR THE FAILING STRUCTURAL CONCRETE ROOF ABOVE THE 19TH FLOOR 

KRamsay-Azola_95_1
Lighting Transformer
REINSTALLATION OF THE CLOCK AND HANDS

KRamsay-Azola_96_1
Lighting Transformer
REMOVE EXTERIOR METAL SUPPORTS ON THE EIGHT (8) COPULA PILLARS 

KRamsay-Azola_97_1
Lighting Transformer
PERFORM MASONRY RECONSTRUCTION /RESTORATION / CLEANING OF THE COPULA AND PILLARS

KRamsay-Azola_98_1
Lighting Transformer
DESIGN/INSTALL CATHODIC PROTECTION SYSTEM TO LIMIT FUTURE DEGRADATION OF THE STRUCTURAL METAL WITHIN THE COPULA PILLARS 

KRamsay-Azola_99_1
Lighting Transformer
INSTALL CONTROL JOINTS ON THE EIGHT (8) COPULA PILLARS 

KRamsay-Azola_100_1
Lighting Transformer
STRIP THE EXISTING BUILT UP ROOF ON THE 19TH FLOOR AND REPLACE WITH NEW 15 YEAR TPO ROOF 

KRamsay-Azola_101_1
Lighting Transformer
UPGRADE DRAINAGE SCUPPERS AT 19TH FLOOR 

KRamsay-Azola_102_1
Lighting Transformer
REPAIR THE 19TH CONCRETE DECK FLOOR 

KRamsay-Azola_103_1
Lighting Transformer
CLEAN AND REPAINT SPIRAL STAIR, METAL DOOR, ROOF HATCH, AND METAL SUPPORTS ON THE 19TH FLOOR

KRamsay-Azola_104_1
Lighting Transformer
MASONRY RECONSTRUCTION / RESTORATION / CLEANINGOF THE TERRA COTTA CLOCK FACE AND SURROUND

KRamsay-Azola_105_1
Text Box
19TH FLOORPLAN

KRamsay-Azola_106_1
Lighting Transformer
UPGRADE DRAINAGE SCUPPERS AT 19TH FLOOR 

KRamsay-Azola_107_1
Lighting Transformer
CLEAN AND REPAINT SPIRAL STAIR, METAL DOOR, ROOF HATCH, AND METAL SUPPORTS ON THE 19TH FLOOR

KRamsay-Azola_108_1
Lighting Transformer
PERFORM MASONRY RECONSTRUCTION /RESTORATION / CLEANING OF THE COPULA AND PILLARS

KRamsay-Azola_109_1
Lighting Transformer
DESIGN/INSTALL CATHODIC PROTECTION SYSTEM TO LIMIT FUTURE DEGRADATION OF THE STRUCTURAL METAL WITHIN THE COPULA PILLARS 

KRamsay-Azola_110_1
Lighting Transformer
INSTALL CONTROL JOINTS ON THE EIGHT (8) COPULA PILLARS 

KRamsay-Azola_111_1
Lighting Transformer
STRIP THE EXISTING BUILT UP ROOF ON THE 19TH FLOOR AND REPLACE WITH NEW 15 YEAR TPO ROOF 

KRamsay-Azola_112_1
Lighting Transformer
REPAIR THE 19TH CONCRETE DECK FLOOR 

KRamsay-Azola_113_1
Lighting Transformer
RESTORE METAL CLOCK FACE AND GLAZING

KRamsay-Azola_114_1
Preserved - Restored

KRamsay-Azola_115_1
Text Box
PHASE 2B AND 2C - COMPLETE EXTERIOR RESTORATION

KRamsay-Azola_116_1
Significant Remodel

KRamsay-Azola_117_1
Preserved - Restored

KRamsay-Azola_118_1
Preserved - Restored

KRamsay-Azola_119_1
Preserved - Restored

KRamsay-Azola_120_1
Preserved - Restored

KRamsay-Azola_121_1
Preserved - Restored

KRamsay-Azola_122_1
Preserved - Restored

KRamsay-Azola_123_1
Lighting Transformer
STABILIZE LOWER BALCONY TERRA COTTA

KRamsay-Azola_124_1
Lighting Transformer
WEATHERIZE BALCONY CAPS TO PREVENT FURTHER DETERIORATION

KRamsay-Azola_125_1
Lighting Transformer
PERFORM MASONRY RECONSTRUCTION /RESTORATION / CLEANING OF THE ROOF BATTLEMENTS

KRamsay-Azola_126_1
Lighting Transformer
PERFORM MASONRY RECONSTRUCTION /RESTORATION / CLEANING OF THE 19TH FLOOR BATTLEMENTS

KRamsay-Azola_127_1
Lighting Transformer
PERFORM MASONRY RESTORATION / CLEANING OF THE FROM THE 19TH FLOOR TO THE 17TH FLOOR

KRamsay-Azola_128_1
Lighting Transformer
REMOVE EXISTING METAL NEON SIGN FRAMING

KRamsay-Azola_129_1
Lighting Transformer
PERFORM MASONRY RESTORATION / CLEANING OF THE FROM THE 16TH FLOOR TO THE GROUND

KRamsay-Azola_130_1
Lighting Transformer
PERFORM LIMESTONE  RESTORATION / CLEANING

KRamsay-Azola_131_1
Lighting Transformer
REMOVE AND REPLACE SEALANT AT ALL WINDOWS

KRamsay-Azola_132_1
Lighting Transformer
CLEAN AND REPAINT METAL FIRE ESCAPE

KRamsay-Azola_133_1
Lighting Transformer
REPAIR STUCCO EXTERIOR



PHASE 2B PARTIAL SCOPE  COPULA RESTORATION WITH BALCONY
STABILIZATION

 

OPEN MASONRY CRACK

RACK IN NE TERRA
OTTA WATERTABLE

OLD MASONRY
REPAIR 
NE CORNER

NEW CRACK
PREVIOUSLY
SEALED

MASONRY STACK JOINT
RECRACKING

NEW PARALLEL CRACK
FORMING

 

 

NEW CRACK ABOVE NW
TERRRA COTTA UNIT

PREVIOUS REPAIR
NOTE - MORTAR
DIFFERENCE

METAL REINFORCEMENT
FROM PREVIOUS REPAIR

LOOSE TERRA COTTA
UNIT

DISPLACED CRACK

OLD TERRA COTTA UNIT
CUT FOR PREVIOUS
REPAIR

 

NEW DISPLACED CRACK
~ 3/4" OUT FROM
BUILDING PLANE

PREVIOUS REPAIR

PREVIOUS REPAIR NW
CORNER

BULGE ~ 3/4" WITH NEW
CRACK

Crack Repairs and Emergency Terracotta Safety Netting

Terracotta Water
Table Netting

Cracks run above
the terracotta water
table

Azola Scope of Work
17-1201 Bromo N Face Emergency RepairR2

 03/04/2021
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Displaced terra cotta water table will be
temporarily restrained using debris netting.
Netting will be attached to the face of the
building using masonry anchors into mortar
joints.

Debris Netting

Anchor points
(reference only)

Netting to wrap around
other side of building

Netting to wrap under
water table tight to
building

Bromo Water Table Emergency Repair Diagram

NOTE:
This temporary repair must be
designed and certified by the
structural engineer of record.
This diagram is only for
purposes of discussion.

Cracks to be caulked

Azola Scope of Work
17-1201 Bromo N Face Emergency RepairR2

 03/04/2021

(See the Skarda Eng Diagram below for approved details)

743/8/2021
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SCALE 1/4" = 1'-0"

SECTION A - 
SCALE 1/4" = 1'-0"

UPPER RETAINER STRAP 
THROUGH BOLTED

LOWER RETAINER
THROUGH BOLTED 
NEEDS TO CLEAR UPPER
WEB ON STEEL

ANCHOR

THROUGH
BOLT

NEED SPECIFIED:
MESH
THROUGH BOLT, PLATE,
HARDWARE
ANCHORS
RETAINING STRAP

Azola Scope of Work
17-1201 Bromo N Face Emergency RepairR2

 03/04/2021
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304 - SS

304 - SS

304 - SS

Azola Scope of Work
17-1201 Bromo N Face Emergency RepairR2

 03/04/2021
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March   4,   2021   
  

Annie   Applegarth   
Bromo   Seltzer   Arts   Tower,   LLC.   
21   S.   Eutaw   St.   
Baltimore,   Maryland   21201   
  

Reference:   Bromo   Tower   Exterior   Restoration   Phase   II   B   –   Completed   and   Future   Work   
  

Dear   Ms.   Applegarth:   
  

Azola   Building   Rehab.,   Inc.   is   pleased   to   provide   you   with   a   change   order   to   document   the   actual   work   completed   
on   the   Bromo   Seltzer   Tower   for   the   Cupola   restoration   as   discussed   in   our   November   30,   2017   
meeting/teleconference.     
  

The   Completed   Restoration   Items   are   as   follows:   
  

General     
1. Assist   the   Balzer   Family   Clock   Works   with   the   reinstallation   of   the   clock   and   hands   
2. provide   and   install   power   sub   panel   for   working   receptacles   in   the   Radio   Room   (17th   Floor)   
3. Repair/install   switches   for   the   Lighting   above   the   15th   floor     
4. Arms   reach   assessment   and   documentation   of   defects   in   Water   table   /   elevations   for   future   repair     

  
Balconies   

1. Asbestos   Abatement   at   Balconies   
2. Lower   Balcony   Terra   Cotta   Cleaning   
3. Lower   Balcony   Terra   Cotta   Repair/Restoration   
4. Metal   Cladding   repair/reattachment   
5. Balcony   Cap   Weatherization   

  
19th   Floor   Cupola   -   Masonry   Repair   

1. Blue   Paint   Removed   
2. Metal   Bracing   Removed   
3. Old   Lighting   (loose)   Removed   
4. Masonry   Cleaned   
5. Cathodic   Protection   Anode   Installation   (Interior   of   Columns)   
6. Installation   of   Control   Joints   on   Columns     
7. New   Masonry   Stained   to   match   historic   brick     
8. MasterProtect   HB   400   Coating   Applied   to   interior   of   Cupola     

  
19th   Floor   Cupola   -   Concrete   Ceiling   Repairs   
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1. Blue   Paint   Removed   
2. Concrete   Spalls   Sounded     
3. Loose   Material   Removed     
4. Steel   treated   with   ECB   Paint   

  
  

Masonry   Repair   to   20th   Floor   Elevation   
1. Masonry   and   Battlements   Cleaned   
2. Repairs   assessed   and   documented   for   future   repair     

  
  

Work   for   this   phase   was   modified   and   limited   to   the   items   listed   above   based   on   the   prioritization   of   the   repair   and   
the   available   budget   after   the   completion   of   unknown   scope   increases   including   asbestos   abatement,   increased   
repair   scope   on   the   balconies,   increased   repairs   required   for   the   columns   and   concrete   ceiling.     
  

As   outlined   in   the   November   30,   2017   meeting/teleconference   minutes   -   Here   is   a   list   of   the   remaining   work   items   
for   full   building   restoration:   
  

Masonry   Repair   above   the   20th   Floor   (~$100K   access   costs)   
1. Perform   Masonry   Reconstruction   /Restoration     
2. Flash   metal   pan   gutter   at   Upper   roof   
3. Repair   of   Cracks   in   1935   (New)   Construction   (INCREASE)   
4. Repair   of   brick   coursing   showing   a   vertical   displacement   (NEW)   
5. Repair   /   Weatherization   of   through   wall   1”   slate   (NEW)   

  
Masonry   Repairs   at   19th   Floor   

1. Remediate/   Repair   interior   steel   shelf   angle   and   damaged   brick   above   arches   (NEW)   
2. Repair   cracks   in   the   Brick   Corbel   (NEW)   
3. Repair   Interior   Column   Cracks   (NEW)   
4. Replace   Concrete   Ceiling   at   repair   locations   
5. Clean   and   repaint   spiral   stair,   metal   door,   roof   hatch,   and   metal   supports   on   the   19th   floor   
6. Electrical   

a. New   power   wiring   and   raceway   to   19th   Floor     
b. New   raceway   around   columns   for   Cathodic   Protection     
c. Connection   and   Start-up/Calibration   of   Cathodic   Protection   

7. Replace   19th   Floor   Roof   (to   be   completed   after   scaffold   is   removed)   
8. repair   the   19th   concrete   deck   floor     
9. upgrade   drainage   scuppers   at   19th   floor     

  
Future   Work   Items   (Below   19th   Floor)   -   Required   Mast   climber   (~$150K   access   costs)   

1. Repair   19th   floor   brick   battlements   
2. Repair   19th   floor   concrete   at   parapet   wall   
3. Remove   Existing   Metal   Neon   Sign   Framing   
4. Masonry   Cleaning/Repair   at   Sign   Framing     
5. Masonry   reconstruction   /   restoration   /   cleaning   of   the   terra   cotta   clock   face   and   surround   
6. Remove   clock   Glazing   
7. Restore   and   repaint   clock   face   
8. Repair   broken   clock   glass   /   reglaze   clock   face   
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9. Perform   masonry   restoration   /   cleaning   of   the   from   the   16th   floor   to   the   ground   
10. Remove   and   replace   sealant   at   all   windows   
11. Repair   stucco   exterior   
12. Clean   and   repaint   metal   fire   escape  
13. Perform   limestone    restoration   /   cleaning   
14. Perform   Environmental   Asbestos   Abatement   for   all   caulk   (NEW)   
15. North   Elevation   -   Bulges   in   Building   Facade   (NEW)   
16. Repair   Water   Table   at   North-East   Corner   (NEW)   
17. Repair   Vertical   Crack   at   North-East   Corner   (Previously   Repaired)   with   new   crack   (NEW)   

  
  
  

Building   priorities:   
  

Some   work   deferred   due   to   unfunded   additional   costs   can   weather   a   significant   period   of   time   -   However   a   few   of   
these   items   should   be   seen   as   a   priority   and   funded   as   soon   as   possible.     

1. Emergency   masonry   repairs   on   the   North   side   of   the   building,   which   include   installing   safety   netting   
around   the   loose   pieces   of   terracotta   at   the   16th   floor   water   table   and   caulking   the   vertical   cracks   up   the   
sides   of   the   building.   

2. Replace   19th   Floor   Roof   -   it   should   be   noted   that   the   reinstallation   of   the   scaffolding   will   cause   damage   to   
new   roof.    If   the   repairs   listed   for   the   19th   and   20th   floor   are   in   future   plans   it   may   be   advisable   to   service   
the   existing   roof   until   these   can   be   completed.     

3. Electrical   work   -   specifically:   
New   power   wiring   and   raceway   to   19th   Floor     
New   raceway   around   columns   for   Cathodic   Protection     
Connection   and   Start-up/Calibration   of   Cathodic   Protection   
  

Azola   Building   Rehab.,   Inc.   is   always   ready   to   help   you   with   the   building   upkeep,   maintenance,   and   
improvements   as   requested.     
  
  
  

Sincerely,   
  
  
  

Anthony   Azola   
President   
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18/14/2020

Address: 21 S. Eutaw St.

JOB: 00006 - Bromo Seltzer - Grant Repairs Address: Baltimore, Maryland 21201

Prepared by: Anthony Azola Estimate Date: 8/14/2020

3,000sf Building Footprint Unit        # of      Unit        Total    Topic
* TOPIC * Meas.        Units      Cost        Cost    Total

010000 - GENERAL REQUIREMENTS

Project Mgr 1/2 time wks 4 $6,000.00 $24,000.00
Site Super wks  8.0 $2,600.00 $20,800.00
Dumpster EA  5 $600.00 $3,000.00

SCAFFOLDING / ACCESS
Swing stage rental cost in Masonry ls 6 $0.00
Over Head Protection ls 6 $2,500.00 $15,000.00
Sidewalk closure and barricades ls 1 $5,000.00 $5,000.00
Total $67,800.00

040000 - MASONRY
Emergency Terra Cotta / Brick Weatherization at NW & NE Corner

Site Engineer / Inspection wks  1.0 $3,600.00 $3,600.00

CO-00962TM ER-2 - Emergency Terra Cotta Safety Netting / 
Weatherization at NW & NE Corner LS 1.00 $19,793.00 $19,793.00

C0-00963 TM ER-3 Brick Weatherization at NW & NE Corner LS 1 $15,957.00 $15,957.00
ER-SS BID Swing Stage Rental Cost LS 5 $3,500.00 $17,500.00

Total $56,850.00

070000 - THERMAL AND MOISTURE PROTECTION

ROOFING
Item 3 Remove and replace roof with TPO Roofing (19th Floor)
MBE B strip existing roof membrane ls 1 $4,500.00 $4,500.00
MBE B Strip and Repair Lightweight concrete base (9" thick) ls 1 $16,000.00 $16,000.00
MBE B Install TPO Roofing ls 1 $21,200.00 $21,200.00

Total $41,700.00

130000 - SPECIAL CONSTRUCTION

CATHODIC PROTECTION
INSTALLATION - Electrical Service
conduit, wiring, junction boxes, test box, AC power disconnect 
box, rectifier, and AC power ea 1 $9,000.00 $9,000.00
STARTUP / CALIBRATION / SUPPORT ls 1 $3,500.00 $3,500.00
Total $12,500.00

SUBTOTAL DIRECT COST $178,850.00
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28/14/2020

Address: 21 S. Eutaw St.

JOB: 00006 - Bromo Seltzer - Grant Repairs Address: Baltimore, Maryland 21201

Prepared by: Anthony Azola Estimate Date: 8/14/2020

3,000sf Building Footprint Unit        # of      Unit        Total    Topic
* TOPIC * Meas.        Units      Cost        Cost    Total

00006 - Bromo Seltzer - Grant Repairs
COST SUMMARY 3,000 SF.
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

010000 - GENERAL REQUIREMENTS $67,800.00 $22.60 per sf. 37.91%

040000 - MASONRY $56,850.00 $18.95 per sf. 31.79%

070000 - THERMAL AND MOISTURE PROTECTION $41,700.00 $13.90 per sf. 23.32%

130000 - SPECIAL CONSTRUCTION $12,500.00 $4.17 per sf. 6.99%
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

TOTAL DIRECT COSTS $178,850.00 $59.62 per sf. 100.00%
__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Permits 2.0% $3,577.00
Insurance 2.0% $3,648.54
Builders Contingency 10.0% $18,607.55

----------------------------------
Subtotal $204,683.09

Overhead/Fee 20.00% $40,936.62
----------------------------------

TOTAL COST $245,619.71
Bonding Fee 2.00% $4,912.39
TOTAL CONTRACT COST $250,532.11
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Sarah Gibbons 
Driven nonprofit professional seeking creative growth 
opportunity in Baltimore’s nonprofit sector. 
 
24 Piedmont Court 
Halethorpe, MD 21227 
(443) 632-8410 
sarahgibbonsbim@gmail.com 

SKILLS 

Neon CRM  

Creative problem-solving  

Grant writing and research 

Budgeting and fundraising  

Relationship building  

G Suite and MS Office 

Written and verbal communication 

Calendar management 

Event planning and production  

Collaboration and teamwork 

EXPERIENCE 

Believe in Music,  Baltimore, MD - Interim President 
OCTOBER 2015 - PRESENT 

Accomplishments:  

● Recruited as a volunteer assistant in 2013, and helped to expand 
Believe in Music from a foundation program to an independent 501c3 
organization in 2015.  

● Promoted to Development Director in 2016 and Vice President in 2018. 
Took on the role of Interim President during the pandemic to guide 
staff through successful completion of school year and summer 
programs. 

● Raised over $880,000 in the first four years of operation 
● Increased organizational revenue for three consecutive years between 

2016-2018 
● Special events planning and production assistance 

○ The organization held an annual fundraising event at Maryland 
Science Center for Halloween, which has sold out every year, 
2012 - 2019! 

○ Live youth music showcases at The Motor House 2017 - 2019 
○ Green Street Academy, live youth showcases: Meatless 

Monday Showcase 2017, Winter Talent Show 2019, Black 
History Month program 2020 

Responsibilities:  

833/8/2021
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● Develop and implement a strategic fundraising plan 
● Conduct prospect research of foundations and corporations for 

funding and partnership opportunities 
● Maintain grants and donor database, regularly communicating with 

institutional funders and individual donors. 
● Plan and produce events that both engage the surrounding community 

authentically and aide in fundraising efforts. 
● Work closely with the Board of Directors to ensure daily activities work 

toward fulfillment of long-term goals and mission objectives 
● Provide the Board with periodic reports of the organization’s financial 

health 
● Engage with program staff in pursuit of development objectives 

Living Classroom Foundation  - Program Assistant, Believe in Music 
APRIL 2013 - OCTOBER 2015 

Responsibilities 

● Crafted internal and external communications on behalf of program 
● Manged communications and program calendar 
● Engaged in marketing and promotion for visibility and fundraising 
● Provided student support through homework help and creative writing 

tutoring 

Accomplishments 

● Special events planning and production assistance 
○ Sold-out event: Halloween at the Science Center 2013-2015  
○ Believe in Music Festival at Oregon Ridge Park in July 2014 
○ Worked the Believe in Music sponsored stage at All Good 

Music Festival in July 2015 

The Valley Inn  - Server/Shift Lead 
DECEMBER 2014 - JUNE 2015 

● Served and expedited food and beverages to guests.  
● Assisted in managing catering operations and events 
● Engaged in teamwork to maintain cleanliness and order of 

front-of-house 

Accomplishments 

● Sharpened capacity to think through solutions in a fast-paced 
environment 

● Implemented new team practices to enhance efficiency of 
front-of-house operations. 
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EDUCATION 

University of Baltimore, Baltimore, MD - M.S. Nonprofit 
Management/Social Entrepreneurship 
SEPTEMBER 2015 - DECEMBER 2017 

International nonprofit management track with social entrepreneurship 
capstone. 

Towson University, Towson, MD - B.S. Political Science 
SEPTEMBER 2011 - MAY 2013 

Concentrated on equitable public policies and urban government 

Harford Community College, Bel Air, MD - A.A. General Studies 
SEPTEMBER 2009 - MAY 2011 

General studies with a concentration in Political Science 

 

 

AWARDS & AFFILIATIONS 

● Graduated summa cum laude from University of Baltimore’s Public 
Affairs College in 2017 

● Completed White Womxn Anti Racism Alliance Fellowship in winter 
2019. 

● Member of the Association of Fundraising Professionals 
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